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changes in the book of moses

and their implications upon
a concept of revelation

JAMES R HARRIS

changes have been made in the wording of every book that
is included among the standard works of the church but mis-
understandings regarding the nature origin and method of
change have disturbed some members of the church in every
generation since the days of the prophet joseph smith respon-
sible and valid explanations have been given for such changes
but it seems that they must be given afresh to each generation
and expanded to include the additional information made
available by more recent research unfortunately there has also
been some clouding of the issue by those who have flatly denied
that there have been changes or those who have not made it
clear as to what they mean by no changes

this article will join the procession of articles dealing with
the problem of scriptural change and its impact upon LIDSLDS
theology there will be concern to explain the nature of the
material undergoing change the historical situations in which
these changes occurred and the impact of these facts upon a
concept of revelation As it is in the book of moses that the
most important changes have occurred an explanation of how
and why these changes were made in this text should satisfy
the reader

REVISING andrestoringAND RESTORING THE scriptures
upon receiving the call to revise and restore the scriptures

in june 1830 joseph smith began a project that was to occupy
much of his time study and prayerful thought during many
years to come an inspired revision of the bible and this
inspired revision and restoration of the bible was both a re-
vision of what was in the current bible and a restoration of
material that through the years had been deleted the book

dr harris assistant professor of graduate studies in religion at brigham
young university has published in the improvement efaerali a and BYU studies

361
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of moses is an extract from that revision in the eight chapters
of our book of moses we have large sections that are complete
restorations of material previously lost the so called extract
from the prophecy of enoch contains the largest restoration
of material in the book of moses just preceding his journal
record of this revelation the prophet made the following
comments

it may be well to observe here that the lord greatly
encouraged and strengthened the faith of his little flock
which had embraced the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel as
revealed to them in the book of mormon by giving some
more extended information upon the scriptures a translation
of which had already commenced much conjecture and con-
versation frequently occurred among the saints concerning the
books mentioned and referred to in various places in the
old and new testaments which were now nowhere to be
found the common remark was they are lost books but
it seems the apostolic church has some of these writings as

jude mentions or quotes the prophecy of enoch the seventh
from adam to the joy of the little flock which in all from
Colesville to canadaiguacanaclaigua new york numbered about seventy
members did the lord reveal the following doings of olden
times from the prophecy of enoch 1

the prophecy of enoch though known to the apostolic
church was lost to modern christendom until it was restored
at least in part in december of 1830 the prophecy provided
information that would enable the church to build up zion
after the pattern of the zion of enoch also we have no dif-
ficulty in identifying the extract as a part of the extended
information upon the scriptures a translation of which had
already commenced

THE QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL IN MOSES

since the book of moses is a part of the inspired revision
of the bible 2 the same qualifications and limitations that apply
also there would be portions of the text that were only modest
to the inspired revision would in some respects also apply to
the book of moses the sentiments of president joseph F

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book co 1946 vol 1 ppap 132-
133 commonly called documentary history of the church hereafter referred
to as DHCDHCJ

2thetheathe term inspired revision is used to emphasize that this revision was
not based upon biblical and linguistic scholarship but upon authorization and
inspiration of god
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smith sidney sperry M V van wagoner and othersothers were
summarized by calvin bartholomew as follows

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints accepts
changes which the prophet made in the bible as improve-
ments over the authorized version but it maintains that the
prophet did not completely correct the entire bible 3

this statement indicates that there are materials in the
revision that remain unchanged from the king james version
ly changed when momorere extensive changes may have been in
order and there would be areas of the text where a complete
revision was accomplished or where there was an extensive
restoration of material althoughthealthough the book of moses is com-
parativelyparat ively small it is relatively easy to identify all three kinds
of materials in it for example chapter 1 of the book of moses
can be regarded as an extensive restoration of material that can
be accepted without qualification chapters 2 and 3 contain
very modest corrections and it is obvious that a more extensive
change should have been made A comparison of moses 2 with
abraham 4 and the masoretic hebrew text of genesis will
help justify and illustrate this point
abraham 42 reads moses 22 reads the hebrew reads

and the earth and the earth was antinnti fahlflhlafter it was formed zu ithoneithontwithout form and trill inn
was empty and deso void
late because they had rendered and the
not formed anything earth it was empty
but the earth and desolate

the earth after it was formed was empty consequently
it was void of life but it certainly was not without form an-
other verse in chapter 2 further illustrates the point

abraham 46 moses 26 hebrew text
and the gods and again 1I ndti1 11mstabtwbtt

also said let there god said let there vdevd1onieniP 1
ha h1

be an expanse in be a firmament in did17D lkl k n allriltitfllilliiiillthe midst of the the midst of the
waters water rendered and god

said let there be
an expansion inin the
midst of the wa-
ters

calvin bartholomew A comparison of the authorized version and the
inspired revision of genesis unpublished master s thesis brigham young
university 1949 p 158
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quotes from two standard sources suggest the origin of
the word firmament inin the creation story from websters new
international dictionary comes the following

the word came into english as a translation of the latin
word firmamentumFirmamentum of the vulgate meaning lit A support
prop strengthening

the earth was regarded by the ancient hebrews as a
flat surface bounded upon all sides by the watery deep
above the heavens formed a hollow vault this vault was
thought to be solid and was spoken of as a firmament 4

J R dummelowDummelow wrote

the firmament the sky heavens the word means
something solid or beaten out like a sheet of metal the
ancients supposed that the sky was a solid vaulted dome
stretched over the earth its ends rested on the mountains
and the heavenly bodies fastened to its innerinner surface 5

an appropriate correction of the above justified by the
restoration of knowledge possessed by the ancient prophets
would lead us to qualify these quotations with the statement
that it was not the ancient prophets who held such viewsviews but
the ancient apostates down to and including saint jerome who
translated the hebrew appp7 1 jl rahiyaraqiyaraqiya firmamentumfirmamentum

president joseph fielding smith expressed the same senti-
ment inin the following statement

firmament As used in the scriptures firmament means
expanse iei e it has come to mean this through usage the
firmament of heaven isis the expanse of heaven it refers de
pending upon the context to either the atmospheric or the
sidereal heavens gen 1 moses 2 abra 4 it isis not true
as has been falsely supposed that the ancient prophets be-
lieved that the firmament was a solid arch between the lower
and upper waters in which the stars were set as so many
stones in gold or silver such was rather the apostate viewview of
the apostate church inin the dark ages 6

A firmament then isis a solid dome an expanse isis simply
a space these two things are obviously not the same the one

4 webstersebstefsedsebs serftefssems new international dictionaryDictiondictionaiai springfield massachusetts G
and C merrianmernan company 1928 p 820

rev J R DurnDumduindurnmelowdummelowmelow A commentaryComment ai on the holyhoihol bible nevne york
the macmillan company 1925 p 4

bruce R mcconkie mormonmormanmotman doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1958
ppap 260261260 261
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idea reflects an apostate theology the other the true condition
of the waters in the sidereal heavens thus we see that moses 2

is one place that additional changes should have been made
therefore it may be said of moses 2 that we believe it as far
as it has been translated correctly

the preceding comparison of texts may help theibe reader
appreciate why the prophet desired to make another revision
of his revision of the bible it is by no means improbable that
joseph s translation of the book of abraham done between
183518421835 1842 may have given him additional understanding which
indicated the need to make additional changes in the text of
moses the prophet s studies of the hebrew language may also
have encouraged and confirmed the need for change as the
above comparison would suggest

HOW MANY REVISIONS OF THE MATERIALS
IN THE BOOK OF MOSES WERE MADE

A comparison of some of the pre 1867 publications of the
book of moses with post 1867 publications reveals rather
extensive change and expansion of the text see figure 1I ppap
366367366 367 jerald and sandra tanner salt lake city claim that
the fact that there were extensive changes casts suspicion on the
text of moses they have published the 1851 edition of the book
of moses representing it as the basic text containing changes
made by joseph smith and have interpolated changes observed
in the 1878 edition they imply that these changes were made by
orson pratt or someone else since the changes were pub-
lished long after the death of joseph smith 7 however the
tanners successfully ignore the fact that pratt s publication
was based on a more complete revision of the book of moses
made by the prophet during his lifetime

the existence of manuscripts representing different stages
of completion of the revision of the scriptures was suggested by
this writer ten years ago 8 this conclusion was based upon a
textual comparison of published material which in general
exhibited a progressive refinement and clarification of the

jerald and sandra tanner introduction changes in the pearipearlpesll of greargreat
price salt lake city microfilm corp nd ppap 676 7

8jamesjamesajames R harris A study of the changes in the contents of the book
of moses from the earliest available sources to the current edition unpub-
lished master s thesis brigham young university 1958
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text the same conclusion can now be further justified by
additional information on the manuscripts during the author s

earlier research in this area he constructed a chart showing
possible relationships between the then theoretical manuscripts
and the various published materials 9 with very slight modifica-
tions in the original chart the ideas represented seem to be
remarkably consistent with our new knowledge on the subject 10

frequent reference to the revised chart should be helpful as
the reader continues through the remainder of this article see
figure 11II ppap 370371370 371 1

THE LEAST COMPLETE REVISION

old testament manuscript 1 was the earliest and
least complete manuscript of the revision it was described by
richard P howard historian for the reorganized church as
follows

old testament manuscript no 1 fragment 15215f3 pages
comprising section 22 doctrine and covenants and genesis
chapters 1 through 7 handwriting john whitmer very
fragile and deteriorated will not photograph adequately
the text is written out inin full this manuscript was not
available in the production of the first edition of the in-
spired version inin 1867 it came to the church in 1903
through the whitmer heirs 11

it is possible that quotations from this manuscript were
published in the 1835 edition of the lectures on faith the
rendering of these verses from genesis seems to be less polished
and somewhat less complete than any of the journal publica-
tions see figure 1I ppap 366367366 367 this manuscript or a copy of
it was taken from new york to ohio by john whitmer and as

indicated above became the property of the whitmer heirs 12

the major difference between these early texts and the post
1851 journal texts is that the early texts used the third person
pronoun which was later changed to the first person reed C

durham regarded this change as evidence that the reorganized
church had tampered with the original manuscript he came
to this conclusion after making a comparison between the

ibid ppap 247248247 248
see illustration figuref1gurev V p 24
richard P howard question time the saints herald vol 113

may 1 1966 p 2277
12james R clarkdarkoark the story of the pearl of greargreat price salt lake city

bookcraft 1955 p 17
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lectures version and the 1867 reorganized church publica-
tion 13 obviously he did not consult the 1851 millennial star
publication of the same material edited by franklin D rich-
ards which also portrays the creation story in the first person
with these facts in mind can we charge the reorganized
church with originating these changes or were the changes
additional evidence of the existence of an earlier less complete
revision manuscript such as old testament manuscript 1

THE MORE COMPLETE REVISIONBEVISIONT

in that portion of the text now identified as moses 51451 4
old testament manuscript I11 omits verses 2 and 3 complete-
ly these verses seem to have first been included in old testa-
ment manuscript 2 at any rate they are part of the text in
the 1851 millennial star printing see figure 1I ppap 366367366 367
howard described old testament manuscript 2 as follows

old testament manuscript no 2 fragment 61 pages
comprising section 22 and genesis chapter 1 2442a hand-
writing john whitmer oliver cowdery emma smith sid-
ney rigdon this represents a revisionrevision of the text of old
testament manuscript no 1 plus new material extending to
chapter 2442a of genesis three dates are inscribed in this
manuscript

a page 10 line 6 october 21 1830
b page 10 line 24 november 30 1830
c page 61 end of text april 5thath 1831 transcribed thus

far

this manuscript also written out in full is in very fragile
condition several pages will not photograph 14 italics mine

this manuscript was simply described as a more complete
revision and extension of the text of genesis As such it is the
most probable source manuscript for the following publica-
tions prior to the 1867 inspired revision publication by the
reorganized church

evening and morning star 1833 independence mo
W W phelps ed

evening and morning star 1835 kirtland ohio
oliver cowdery ed

reed C durham A history of joseph smith s revision of the bible
unpublished phd dissertation brigham young university 1965 ppap 199200199 200

howard question time p 27
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times and seasons 1843 nauvoo 111

john taylor ed
millennial star 1851 liverpool eng

F D richards ed
first edition pearl of great price 1851 liverpool eng

F D richards ed

these publications of the book of moses material show a great
affinity supporting the claim that they had a common origin 15

THE MOST COMPLETE REVISION

old testament manuscript d3da 3 was the most comcompletepierePleie
revision of the material in moses and was indirectly the
principal source not the exclusive source for the material
found in the 1878 edition of the book of moses A description
of this manuscript follows

old testament manuscript no 3 comprises three folios
or sections of paper and totals 119 pages inin all the last 23
being unnumbered

a folio 148 pages number 1481 48 comprising section 22
reorganitereorganize edition of the dacd&c and chapters 119262192621 of

genesis written out completely
b folio 248 pages numbered 499649 96 comprising genesis
1926b through psalm 150

pages 49549 59a5 aa9a are word for word transcriptions full
biblical text being genesis 192619 26 b 2473 end of chapter
24

pages 59 b96 comprise notations only indicating those
verses of the king james version revised by joseph smith jr
c folio 323 pages unnumbered comprising proverbs
malachi brief concise notations indicating points of re-
vision

handwriting of old testament manuscript no 3 is largely
that of sidney rigdon although several other handwritings
not fully identified appear this manuscript a further re-
vision of old testament manuscripts no I11 and no 2 plus
added material beyond genesis 24 42a is itself inin many
places revised a fact indicated by marginal interpolations
inin different colors of ink interpolations too extensive for
recording in the manuscript were written out on separate
scraps of paper and pinned to the manuscript date on page
119 finished on the 2ndand day of july 1833 16 italics
mine

harris A study of changes ppap 020452045 20420 i

howard question time p 27
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though durham emphatically declares that all of the original
manuscript is in his sidney rigdon s handwriting any earlier
scribal work or preliminary revising was redone by sidney
rigdon 17 or that sidney rigdon was the major scribe be-
cause the manuscript completed on 2 july 1833 is entirely
in his handwriting 18 deeper investigation shows that there
were several other handwritings not fully identified on
the manuscript 10

THE BERNHISEL manuscript
there now rests in the church historian s office a copy of

old testament manuscript 3 by the hand of dr john M
bernhisel there is also a church historian s copy of that
manuscript though the reorganitereorganize group questioned its
existence and durham disparaged its value the bernhisel
manuscript is a very significant copy of the book of moses
materials as will be shown since the published inspired re-
vision of the bible by the reorganitereorganize church is an engrossment
based on old testament manuscript 3 but not exclusively
on 3 and since the engrossmentsengrossments were corrected to harmonize
as much as possible with old testament manuscript 2 one
would not expect the published revision to read exactly as the

220 howard stated that the faulconerbernhisel Manumanuscriptscrip t but
forscutt engrossmentsengrossments were based upon old testament manu-
script 3 221 the published revision therefore should show
considerable unity of thought if not word with the bern-
hisel manuscript A comparison was made of the first chapter
of the book of moses in the 1867 and 1878 editions with the
bernhisel manuscript and of the bernhisel with other published
versions with the following results

1 there were 14 points of agreement between the
1867 and 1878 editions and the bernhisel manuscript repre-
senting changes from earlier publications

2 there were 17 points upon which the bernhisel
manuscript was unique inin wording only two of the 17
points represent uniqueness inin thought

3 there were 3 points upon which the bernhisel manu

durham A history of joseph smith s revision of the bible p 40
ibid p 43
HohowardhowarjhowarihobariHowawardwarirJ Quequestiontion time p 27
21ibidibid
ibid
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script disagreed with the 1878 and 1867 editions but agreed
with earlier renditions

4 there were only 3 points of agreement between the
times &seasons publication and the bernhisel manuscript
that were unique to these two renditions

this preliminary analysis of the texts would indicate that the
bernhisel manuscript has a greater affinity to the old testa-
ment manuscript 3 than to any earlier manuscripts and that
there is no indication of any significant disunity in thought be-
tween these two renditions this unity inin thought may be the
basis upon which president joseph fielding smith assured the
author that the bernhisel manuscript was essentially the same
as the inspired revision rendition of the moses material 22 it
is not suggested that there are no differences in thought be-
tween these versions but that the differences are very rare
exceptions to the rule it is this writer s opinion that durham
has made too much of these exceptions

DID ORSON PRATT USE THE BERNHISEL
manuscript IN PREPARING THE TEXT

OF THE 1878 BOOK OF MOSES

it is possible that orsonprattolsonprattorson pratt had enough confidence in the
reorganitereorganize publication of the inspired revision that he accepted
that rendition without making any effort to check it against
the primary sources available to him however in view of the
suspicion cast upon the reorganitereorganize text by president brigham
young whose viewsviews were clearly communicated to orson
pratt it would seem unlikely that orson pratt would publish
the book of moses without taking every possible precaution
to check the text with primary sources that were available to
him in salt lake city 23 possession of the bernhisel manuscript
by brigham young or even more so by john taylor between
187618781876 1878 would not have rendered it inaccessible to elder
pratt durham identified john taylor as one who was greatly
influenced by the inspired revision 24 his leadership in 1877

22personal conversation in 1958 also joseph fielding smith teachings
of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city deseret news press 19581938 p 10

the minutes of the school of the prophets indicate that president brigham
young regarded the revision spurious and that he brought elder pratt to
some level of agreement with his position minutes journal history satur-
day june 6 13 20 1868

2durhamdurhamddurham A history of joseph smith s revision of the bible p 265
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may have encouraged pratt to revise the book of moses and to
use the inspired revision publication checking its accuracy
with the bernhisel manuscript

elder pratt s text is almost identical to that of the published
inspired revision but one significant variation suggests that
pratt hadhaa independent access to a primary manuscript moses
119 of all texts previous to pratt s 1878 edition including the
1867 inspired revision read satan cried with a loud voice
and went upon the earth and commanded saying I1 am the
only begotten worship me but pratt s 1878 reading shows
a bold change satan cried with a loud voice and rent upon
the earth such a bold independent move by orson pratt
unique in his edition would suggest that there must have been
an authoritative source used other than the published inspired
revision it is significant to note that our present text utilizes
pratt s change

WHY DID ORSON PRATT CHANGE THIS READING

A careful examination of the bernhisel manuscript version
of moses 119 reveals a very significant point missed by
durham in his study of this material the bernhisel manuscript
reads wrentwent upon the earth see figure III111 p 376 this
point of agreement between the bernhisel manuscript and
pratt s 1878 edition represents a departure from the inspired
revision rendition and is a strong indication that pratt used
the bernhisel or possibly some other unknown manuscript of
equal authority in the absence of any knowledge of such a
manumanuscriptscript the bernhisel should stand out as the most probable
source for this change

an important confirmation of this reading in the bernhisel
manuscript can be seen in the church historian s copy of the
bernhisel manuscript written in a beautifully clear hand-
writing there can be no mistaking the word wrent

the superiority of the rent or wrent rendition over
the went rendition is made clear by a careful reading of the
text after stating that satan went upon the earth the text
indicates that he didndian t go anywhere but remained in the
presence of moses and declared 1 I am the only begotten
worship me in other words the went rendition seems to
be a contradiction in thought on the other hand the state
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ment that satan rent upon the earth ie made a concerted
effort to impress moses with his power is consistent with the
description of what follows satan having demonstrated his
power by creating a fissure in the earth thus inferred that his
power is an evidence of his divinity and he declared 1I am the
only begotten worship me it is also apparent that satan
was almost successful because moses began to tremble

consequently there is reason to believe that durham may
have been a little premature in stating that orson pratt diddiadik
not use the bernhisel manuscript as a source for the 1878
edition of the book of moses certainly this issue is still un-
settled 23

it may be said with certainty that orson prattprate was not the
author of any of the changes in the 1878 edition of the book
of moses he was the means of providing a more extensive
rendition for the church but the source for the changes he
published seems to have been the prophet joseph smith s old
testament manuscript 3 via the published inspired revision
of 1867 and the bernhisel manuscript or some other primary
manuscript of equal authority like the church historian s copy
of the bernhisel

THE TALMAGE EDITION OR THE CURRENT
RENDITION OF MOSES

there was no indication from a limited textual analysis com-
paring the bernhisel manuscript rendition with moses 1 in the
1902 talmage edition that talmage used the bernhisel manu-
script 226 at several points in the textual comparison the talmage
edition shows a preference for the earlier times and seasons

1843 or liverpool 1851 renditions there are no points
that indicate he followed the bernhisel manuscript rendition
there were only three points at which independent word
changes occur and only two of those could possibly be con-
strued as representing a thought change and even in these
cases it would be debatable whether they are genuine thought
changes it would seem however that james E talmage dis-
played more independent action with the text than did orson
pratt who took no independent action whatsoever this is not
difficult to understand when one considers that orson pratt

15 ibid ppap 171176171 176
leidleif261211fidibidbid ppap 787 8
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had not been officially called as far as we know to prepare
the text of the book of moses for publication in 1878 it was
not a standard work at the time he published it and its stature
among the saints seemed to have been somewhat below the
appeal of eliza R snow s poems 2721

talmage on the other hand had been called by the first
presidency of the church and given the following instructions

elder james E talmage called at the presidents office
and had a talk with the presidency regarding the edition of
the pearl of great price which he is to publish with foot-
note references president cannon suggested that it would be
perfectly proper to make references to chapters and verses
but nothing should be done in the way of footnotes in this
edition in the way of explaining the meaning of any passages
as this light might lead to difficulty 89

the authority of the commission could have givdivgivenen elder tal-
mage a little more freedom than brother pratt was willing to
assume

THE implications OF THESE CHANGES
UPON A CONCEPT OF revelation

many latter day saints have accepted the scriptures of
the standard works in their present form without giving much
thought to the process by which they were revealed it would
be presumptuous on the part of man to attempt to limit the
scope and variety of god s power to communicate with him
god can communicate any way that man can communicate and
he is not limited to the relatively feeble instruments of com-
municationmunication utilized by man at this moment the writer is trying
to communicate ideas or concepts if he choseschases his words wisely
and carefully places those words in logical patterns someone
may arrive at the same concepts that the writer intended to
convey however such a result cannot be guaranteed the
words selected by the writer are not the concept but are symbols
by which he is trying to communicate that concept obviously

2 sister snow s poems received front page publicity but prattprattss revision
was advertised without heading on the bottom of page 3 of the deseret news
june 24 1878 p 3 see also james R harris A study of the changes ppap
221223221 223

2journaljournal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
february 2 1900 p 1
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there is a tremendous risk in the process of transmitting con-
cepts through word symbols consequentially god does not as
a general rule use this indirect method of communication
preferably he communicates concepts directly to the souls of
men when this method is used there is no possibility of mis-
understanding or misinterpretation if the divine communica-
tion is to be transmitted to others the prophet must represent
the concepts given him in the thought symbols at his com-
mand the concepts are divine but the language is still human

orson pratt had much to say on this subject

the book of mormon tells us that the angels speak by the
power of the holy ghost and man when under the influ-
ence of it speaks the language of angels why does he speak
in this language because the holy ghost suggests the idea
which he speaks and it gives him utterance to convey them
to the people suppose the holy ghost should suggest to
the mind of an individual a vast multitude of truths I1 mean
when in the spiritual state and he wishes to convey that intel-
ligence and knowledge to his fellow spirit suppose instead of
having arbitrary sounds such as we have here to communicate
these ideas that the holy ghost itself through a certain pro-
cess and power should enable him to unfold that knowledge
to another spirit all in an instant without this long tedious
process of artificial and arbitrary sounds and written
words how does god perceive the thoughts of our
hearts Is there not here a language by which he can dis-
cover and discern the thoughts and intents of the heart
are we not told in many of the revelations how that god can
perceive the thoughts of man and that for every idle
thought we are to be brought into judgment yes he dis-
cerns the thoughts and intentions of the hearts of the children
of men supposing we had some of that power resting upon
us would not that be a different kind of a language from
sound or from a written language it would if spirits
could commune with spirits and one higher intelligence com-
mune with another by the some principle through which god
sees the thoughts and intents of the heart it would be nothing
more than what has already existed here in this world ac-
cording to that which is revealed 29

president joseph F smith identified some basic principles of
revelation in his testimony before the senate committee on
privileges and elections in connection with the reed smoot

orson pratt language and the medium of communication in the
future state journal of discourses vol 3 ppap 101102101 102
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seating hearing during the course of the smoot casecase30 changes
made inin the grammatical structure of the manifesto were con-
sideredsi the dialogue went as follows

senator 1 I understand this manifesto was inspired
elder yes
senator that isis your understanding of ititait5
elder my answer was that it was inspired
senator and when it was handed to you it was an inspira-

tion as you understand it from on high was it not
elder yes
senator what business had you to change ititait5
elder we did not change the meaning
senator you have just stated you changed it
elder not the sense sirsir I1 did not say we changed the

sense
senator but you changed the phraseology
elder we simply put it inin shape for publication corrected

possibly the grammar and wrote it so that
senator you mean to say that inin an inspired communicacommunica-

tion from the almighty the grammar was bad was it
you corrected the grammar of the almighty did you31you331

some of the saints inin 1907 picked up the phrase correcting
the lord s grammar and were no doubt shaken inin their faith
B H roberts gave an explanation to these troubled souls by

identifying the human elements inin the language of the revela-
tions

in defining what I1 understand revelation to be and the
manner inin which it may be communicated I1 have already
stated that when we have a communication made directly
from the lord himself there isis no imperfection whatever inin
that revelation but when the almighty uses a man as an
instrument through whom to communicate divine wisdom
the manner in which the revelation isis imparted to men may
receivereceive a certain human coloring from the prophet through
whom it came we know this to be true because we have
the words of different prophets before us by which we may
test the matter we know for instance that the message de-
livered to israel through the prophet isaiah possessed dif

at the turn of the century 190319071903 1907 the senate committee on
privileges and elections met to determine if senator reed smoot was qualified
to be seated sincesince he belonged to a church that practiced plural marriage etc
see roberts comprehensivecompiehensnecomprehensite historyhistonhistoi of the chuichchurch deseret news press salt
lake citycit 1930 vol VI ppap 393399

Brigbrigharnbnghambanghamharn H roberts defense of the faith and the saints salt lake city
the deseret news 1907 vol 1I p 504
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ferent characteristics from the message delivered through
jeremiah or through ezekiel or through amos it seems
that the inspiration of the lord need not necessarily destroy
the personal characteristics of the man making the communi-
cation to his fellowmen

so in this manifesto issued by president woodruff what
if there were imperfect or ungrammatical sentences in it
what does the world care about that in the last analysis of
it the great thing in the instrument was and the great
truth that the lord made known to the soul of wilford
woodruff was that it was necessary for the preservation of
the church and the uninterrupted progress of her work
that plural marriages should be discontinued now any
expression containing that truth was all that was necessary
and so there isis nothing of weight in the phrase correcting
the grammar of the almighty we do not correct his
grammar perhaps the brethren made slight corrections inin
the grammar of wilford woodruff the grammar may be
the prophets the idea the truth is gods 32

the lord s chastisement of oliver cowdery for attempting
to translate without studying it out in the mindmind33 is well
known throughout the church this studying out process with-
in the mind of the translator involved the selection and use ofor
words to build a concept or give it a rational structure this
process is described by elder roberts as follows

but since the translation is thought out inin the mind of
the seer it must be thought out inin such thought signs as he
isis master of for man thinks and can only think coherently
in language and necessarily inin such language as he knows
if this knowledge of the language in which he thinks and
speaks is imperfect his diction and grammar will be de-
fectiveffective 34

on rare occasions god may dictate a communication or his
conversation may be recorded as remembered by the prophet
but it seems that god usually communicates in concepts unf-
ortunately the principle of revelation discussed above is best
understood when experienced but difficult to understand
without experience to insure accurate reception god com-
municatesmunicates his will directly to the souls of men by flooding their

lerf21bid ppap 517521517 521
13doctrine and covenants 98

roberts defense of the faith and the saints p 280
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understandings with concepts that cannot be misunderstood if
the divine messagemessageb is to be communicated to others a prophet
must then select the words that will enable his disciples to
perceive the god given concepts

SUMMARY AND conclusions
the concepts given to a prophet were and are divine the

words with which he transmitted them are and were human
latter day saints should be able to accept new revelation as it
flows from the living prophet and to accept clarifications of
past revelation as they come through the proper channels of
authority

the program of the church is constantly changing to meet
new needs and to bring to full maturation promises and objec-
tives that were declared from the beginbeginningbeginninanina of the restoration
if the saints are to realize their destiny as a zion people they
must change and no doubt a program will continue to unfold
under the direction of the living prophets to encourage moti-
vate and command a level of performance that will release the
necessary spiritual endowments of power to enable the mem-
bers of the church to become a zion people such a program
cannot succeed unless the members sense that their primary
and continuous commitment is to the living prophets whom
god places over them

those in past generations who were disgruntled over
changes that were made in the earliest renditions of the book of
moses or in any other scripture were worshippingworshipping dead things
their ears were not inclined toward the living god who speaks
to his church through his living prophets in a generation of
change toward fulfillment whose voice will be heard

and the arm of the lord shall be revealed and the day
cometh that they who will not hear the voice of the lord
neither the voice of his servants neither give heed to the
words of the prophets and apostles shall be cut off from
among the people 3335

A tolerance for change has never been more vital the time
grows short and the necessary preparations to meet the coming
lord demand change toward fulfillment through the channels
of priesthood authority

doctrine and covenants 114
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feeling chilly whenever cozy old myths are stripped off we
knknitit new ones even in this age of science when we often fancy
that now forever we will scorn the fabrication of myths as
childish we have an even keener need for myths than before
especially for self flattery we may gain from a warm delusion
that salves our pride the new myths like the old ones are
partly efforts to explain the inexplicable partly metaphors for
misty insights but mostly they are escape devices

TODAYS MYTHMAKERMYTH MAKER

one of the first tasks for today s mythmakermyth maker is to give man
back some sort of dignity he lost much when 19th century
science shattered him mixed him up with the other talus frag-
ments and subjected him to the physical laws assumed to
regulate the mechanisms of nature determinism which is

both thralldom and relief from individual responsibility has
been called the common element in the three revolutionary
ismsiams marxism darwinism and freudism we inherit from
the 19th century under the total impact man dropped from
a little lower than the angels to a little lower than the dogs in
the estimation of some one american nobel prize winner in
literature urged man to emulate the dog for he said the dog
is more honest and clean and he declared bulls to be braver
generally nobler beasts than man this viewpoint was a nega-
tive boost for an older belief that we can place our trust in a
deep natural source of strength and virtue if we keep the
spring unpolluted this faith in natural goodness certainly has
much to commend it but we went to a desperate extreme in our
reaction against what we took to be oversublimatedsublimatedover concepts
of man based on the theology of special creation and the
possession of a soul

dr culmsee is dean of the college of humanities and arts at utah state
university and professor of american civilization the editor of utah sings
vol 2 he has also published widely in the graduate journal new york
times magazine physikalische blatterflatter and other journals
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therefore it seemed necessary to pull the promethean
myth down from the shelf and dust it off to help once more to
restore man s self esteem in the new version he did not merely
defy the gods by introducing fire upon earth he was himself
a reluctant ambassador sent by a superior race to challenge the
imbecilic brute forces that rule this globe he became heroic
man model umpty seven unfortunately he could not do much
more than struggle to the summit where the path ended bare
his breast hurl imprecations in the teeth of the storm and
await the inevitable bolt or pneumonia this was the escape
into immedicable despair it gave man a forlorn dignity it
also excused him of responsibility for constructive effort and
for failure the odds were impossible

SLAVISH determinism
this was a flight from evolutionary science in the cir-

cumscribed definition that spelled slavish determinism with the
only upward path by way of merciless death to the unfit into
which class the materialistsmateria lists seemed to throw all artists poets
the sensitive and imaginative this has been termed a revolt
against depersonalization when everything seemed trending
toward a cold analytical world in which all that man had
thought was proud noble subtle and strange about himself
was being dispersed among the chemical elements and else-
where the individual rose in rebellion the age of natural
science became also the age of psychology and psycho-
analysis a most lyrical and introspective age the age of such
men as proust and joyce it became an age of music an age of
emotional transports as well as of science it became the age
of existentialism of heidegger and sartre with the stimuli
of scientific boldness and experimental methods some peered
within as never before and were appalled by what they
glimpsed they were appalled and fascinated

this was not entirely new theology and law had of
course been concerned with our propensities for evil and with
punishments here and hereafter intended to deter wrongdoingwrong doing
however if hawthorne broodedblooded over the bottomless pits of
wickedness in humankind what could faulkner s generation of
moralistsmora lists think but for accidents of birth and propaganda
you and I1 might have been nazi executionersexecutioners converting thou
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sands of fellow beings into fertilizer and lampshadeslamp shades the
grendel hungers of hitler and his henchmen have unfolded
for us as new information has come to light documents indi-
cate that auschwitz and maidenekmaiderekMaidenek were only pilot plants in
the master plan that after the jews other religious and racial
minorities were listed for extermination then the german
officer class and later british males british girls were worth
saving and populations of small subject countries further-
more massacres of millions in the ukraine and elsewhere
in the communist bloc are coming to be regarded even by
11 retarded liberals less as necessary steps toward a humane
future than as revelations of man s abysmal brutality

the foregoing illustrates a significant change in our nation-
al mood from exuberance to doubt or even dread some have
thought our 19th century optimism grew out of that youthful
phase of history when we gorged at the big barbecue of
free natural resources then when frontier exhilaration trickled
away into dry sands of the subhumidsub humid west america is thought
to have emerged into disillusionment and pessimism feelings
deemed fitting for adulthood apparently however inhospit-
able regions did not force maturity upon america by blighting
the frontier dream but only supplied concrete illustrations for
a dark view of life which persons in many parts of the old
world and the new were coming to hold the great ameri-
can desert of veritable sand and cactus became less signifi-
cant than the use of it as a symbol browning s- childe roland
to the dark tower came was an early word etching of a
world wasteland which T S eliot and others have described
more recognizably for us this is a universal barren where
many wander dejectedly not sure whether to be more affrighted
by the rank caverns of animality that lie behind them and
within or the misty gulf of meaninglessness that opens ahead

20th CENTURY DESERT OF SPIRIT

there are as we have said several avenues of escape from
this desert of the spirit but that chosen for this discussion is

the titillating one in which the wanderer turns his childhood
world of religious orthodoxy inside out and upside down with
spectacular effects even in this disillusioned time man con-
trives to resurrect a phoenix from the scientific incinerator in
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which he bumsburns creeds he has come to view with skepticism or
boredom one such return from an inert materialism from
ashen meaninglessness to a strange mystique is the transforma-
tion of hostile nature into a malign deity thus we finally
introintroduceduciducr the bad actor named in the title in this concept satan
has not finally won the war in heaven and usurped the
throne he has sat there all the time asserts the new theology
god s benevolence was a fairy tale we fabricated so the feeling
is to warm our shivering limbs and hood us from truths we
feared to face the devil no longer sits by the fireplace in a
more or less comfortable family group where he cooperates
if grudgingly to help realize some fargaroffoff divine event he
has in the opinion of some evolved from an avuncular black
sheep to a rapacious father in audaciously bitter cases authors
have flouted tradition to show mothers as she devils venus
flytrapsflytraps monsters devouring their young writers different as
vardis fisher and tennessee williams have contributed to this
black current although diabolism is an intoxicating escape
from meaninglessness it is itself a religion of despair

TWO TYPES OF DESPAIR

at this juncture let s discriminate between two kinds of
despair shallow and profound because all of us possess a full
complement of human traits and susceptibilities all of us
probably feel both types we can agree with bernard G
murchland that despair has become the human condition
andthatand that it would be hard to find a major author of our cen-
tury unaffected by despair he mentions kafka gide mann
moravia st exuperyexup6ryexuperoExupery roger martin du gard malraux camus
joyce lawrence hemingway orwell faulkner and huxley
among others despair is the logical next step after a polly
annaismannalismannaism a reaction of the wise against such optimism wint-
hrop S hudson points out that the burst of technological and
industrial expansion which followed the civil war had created
an unbridled cheerfulness confidence and complacency among
the american people it was the horatio alger era of seemingly
unlimited opportunity this temper was reflected and
further fortified among protestants by a growing conviction
that the mission of christianity had been fulfilled in church-
going america because he ventured the current ideas and
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ideals seemed to be blessed by the tangible benefits of an
astonishing material prosperity they concluded that the laissez
faire code of the developing industrial society actually repre-
sented god s way of doing things this type of good
feeling supported by no intellectual or theological content
worth mentioning but founded largely on the sand of material
prosperity could lead only to a treacherously shallow pes-
simism for the masses disillusionment came any time they lost
their hope of becoming millionaires or lost their health for the
wealthy despair came any time that fascination with material
goods and power failing them they felt the emptiness of soul
which power and possessions could not fill

this is different from the insight of the tough fibered
philosopher saint or other person who sees despair as a con-
dition of existence then goes on from there accepting life yet
seeking to transcend mortality in some way endeavoring to do
what samuel miller said a clergyman must do by an alchemy
of his own he must make sense of things or be honest and
humble in knowing he can do no more than to face them wisely
and bravely bertrand russell wrote that we must descend to
the bedrock of ultimate despair then build toward hope the
serious writer who has vision and conscience struggles to pre-
pare what albert camus termed a renaissance beyond the
limits of nihilism but therearethereasethereare writers and writers thinkers
and thinkers the difference is where the dominant emphasis is

placed what is sought out of a shallow despair the confirmed
satanistsatanisitstlsi attempts to invert the ethical structure to make white
black and black white sin virtue and virtue sin

suspicions OF AN ANGRY GOD

suspicion that man may be at the mercy of powers antag-
onistic to him and too powerful to challenge successfully is of
course not new thinkers have long broodedblooded over the pos-
sibilitysibility and writers from ancient times have created masterful
characters to make them victims of unfathomable fate but
monotheism and science old and modern pantheism have
teamed to this extent that we commonly postulate unity at
the core of all there is now as previously suggested no house-
hold of deities good bad both for many there is neither a
neutral divine ground nor a reservoir of energy which is
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potentiality to man s hand there is a malevolent mind or
tendency dominant in the universe evil enthroned there is
no god but god and he an evil one sadly the revival of
melville meant for many only that he had been ahead of his
time inin illustrating this assumed malevolence in god or nature
and most interpreters missed the novelist s intimations of some-
thing transcending the inimical

steps toward a religion of ultimate despair have been
taken by many and worship of a kind has commenced refer-
ence isis not to such phenomena as the medieval witches sab
baths which were probably survivals of ancient fertility rites
and other pagan ceremonies amongamon9 peoples who still regarded
christianity as an alien creed true there are said to have been
voices of utter hopelessness at these observances but there is

reason to believe that they were raised in protest at oppressionsoppress ions
by feudal and clerical authority the targets of wrath were
corruptionscorrupt ions of originally acceptable functions so that the
irreverence could have been aimed obliquely at restoring what
the people viewed as mercy and justice

the change from a wordsworthian ecstasy over nature to
a morbid view has affected more persons than isis generally
supposed this reversal in the romromanticantic outlook did not of
course await our era of titanic wars it was anticipated by
decadent romantics of the 18th and 19th centuries the
marquis de sade whose writings depicted a type of sexual
perversion so vividly that they put the word sadism into the
dictionary declaimed in the late 18th century nature averse
to crimecrime I1 tell you nature lives and breathes by it hungers
at all her pores for bloodshed asks in all her nerves for the
help of sin good friend it is by criminal things and deeds
unnatural that nature works and moves and has her being
A century later the english poet swinburne a disciple of de
sade s averred that cruelty and crime are universal laws of
nature that god is the supreme evil the sin presented by
swinburne however is often identified as such by the poet
indeed he sometimes ranged it in dismal contrast with virtue
in our century the italian poet novelist and dramatist gabriele
dannunzio ventured beyond most satanicssatanick by cloaking evil
in mystical heroism and beauty he further confused the issue
by personally assuming the character of a dashing warrior who
could inflame the imagination of the young with patriotic deeds
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as well as words perhaps he converted few to his inverted
faith but the uncritical acceptance of such figures presumably
for technical virtuosity among certain literary leaders is little
aid to persons seeking to set up viable scales of values

CONFUSION OF BLURRED THINKING

the confusion of many seekers after culture would be
ludicrous if it were not evidence of dangerously blurred think-
ing many admirers of byron for example lump his satanism
and his other work together indiscriminately another satanist
was as I1 suggested swinburne quiller couch tells us of the
exhilaration that swept oxford at the appearance of swin-
burne s first successful book the groups of students ecstatically
chanting stanzas from the poems the enthusiasm had to cool
of course and when later fruits of his baneful fluency added
little beyond accentuation of obtrusive mannerisms swinburne
began to take the rank his gifts merited but significantly it
was his excessive alliteration wearisome repetitiveness and
prolixity that drew the critics disapproval probably still pre-
judiced in favor of anyone who thumbed his nose at hypocritical
victorianism they rarely touched upon his diseased parts to
many otherwise apparently healthy minds he was in his senility
revered as a giant asleep under the pines

surely the literary league ladies must have felt uneasy when
they assumed reverent postures before certain british or french
poets and novelists who derided ideals which these matronsmatrona
expected their husbands and sons to observe strictly even
better than american critics whom I1 have read aldous huxley
suggested our confusion of mind in his essay attacking words-
worth s nature worship huxley termed nature always alien
and inhuman and occasionally diabolic there and elsewhere
he repeatedly emphasized treacherous traits of nature he did
not propose that man a stranger in a strange world should
adapt by becoming as strange as that world should regard his
emergent human qualities and culture as themselves alien or
false but the ordinarily sound huxley did assert that the poet
the artist must be of the devil s party and must champion
the devil

diabolism it can be seen enjoys considerable respectability
it has previously been entertained at the extremes among bored
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sophisticates and irresponsible have notsbots going about the
world you detect evidences of old and new belief in it from
the kurdish yazidislazidis devil worship to modern voodoo rites
it fumes up naturally as an effort in interpret inexplicable evil
in man or nature and to propitiate a deity who may be omni-
potent or alert for the decisive moment to strike

DIABOLISM widespread
diabolism is not confined to neo primitive decadentsdeca dents and

beatniks and literary irresponsibles however the doctrine that
ends justify means when the means are inhuman is akin
to diabolism fanatical communists fascists and race suprem-
acy bigots can thus regress into species of satanism at the
moment they feel most righteous

we must acknowledge however that there probably have
always been liberals who recognized that the man of reason

reason in the narrow flat sense tends to condemn persons
who explore unknown areas in unconventional ways these
liberals are eager to be open minded about new adventures in
learning or feeling certainly the more earnest rebels are likely
to break the bonds of mere habit and stir a fresh awareness
even if they do not arrive at epochal discoveries also our wis-
dom has never been sufficient to resolve the ambiguities and
conflicts in nature or between man and nature it is obvious
to thoughtful persons that the struggle is not between outright
good and evil but between different orders of potentiality and
creativity today the low level scientism that finds its cer-
taintiestain ties only in empirically established data can when it rules a
limited mind be an enemy of truth on higher planes so the
tolerant and intuitive strive to keep open minded for areas
unexplored or cancelled out so that they may break crusts of
prejudice and thrust up through overheads of vested ignorance
there are always necessities and opportunities for adding to
understanding and these do not daunt the enterprising

the novel it can be said in this connection is novel for
two reasons it should never be tedious because routine life
is tedious as the science inintimidatedtimid atedabed veritists held one is

that people are entitled to legitimate extensions of knowledge
and experience the other is that novelty of raw experience and
acquisition of new knowledge can mean what is more important
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than either awakening in the better buddhist tradition en-
lightenmentlightenment in the centuries old occidental definition is
usually substitution of fact for illusion but more significant
is the awakening the rebirth of deep vivid awareness on
imaginative and intuitive levels

therefore the wise with prudent reserve refuse to reject
the satanists out of hand they are wrong or right wrong
when defending the rebels they find themselves victimized
by charlatans or degenerates right when the apparent satanists
turn out to be pioneers who force their way into a productive
new tract

THE CHALLENGE TO THE CRITIC

the problem for the conscientious critic is complicated by
the fact that every human being is equipped with a full in-
ventory of human qualities where the dominant emphasis falls
is decisive the final impact of a work must bbee appraised in
determining what an ostensible satanist s influence may be
if we must choose between swinburne and dannunzio for
example we should take the former for usually he placed
health in distinguishable contrast with disease on the other
hand dannunzio attempted to make vice appear virtue
diabolism a godlike attribute andawd thus essayed to confuse or
divert the impulse toward wholesome ongoingon going life

sometimes diabolism goes from confusion into conviction
there is an illustration in the decadent oetcoetvoetoeic sebastian a brood-
ing presence who never makes his entranceentrance on stage in ten-
nessee williams play suddenly last summer inilalil this drama
a mother s over possessiveness frustrates life she is identified
with the venus flytrap engulferengulfedengulfer of unwary fragagilesfcagilesfc ileslleslies to her
son she becomes proof that nature is a monster destroying her
offspring when he sees predatory birds darken the sky of the
encantadas and swoop down to kill millions of nevinewly hatched
turtles in lustful carnage he declares that he has seen god
appearing evil god seems to saint sebastian to demand an
inverted morality and worship in shrines at which as swinburne
wrote a sin is a prayer his final act is to immolate himself
for cannibalistic young degenerates who combine the febrile
decadence of urban slums the alpha and omega of despair that
isis loathing not the longingI1 that seeks hope this development
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is the logical culmination of steps from a suspicion of hostile
nature to abject subservience before a deity who disdains life
but one must concede that williams obviously viewed these
perversions of mother and son with abhorrence

probably no literary leader of our time would admit to
being a card carrying member of the cult of diabolical
despair he would as a matter of fact insist that he glorifies
man s spirit in the tragic sense and his followers might term
him a moralist who does not flinch from the most repellent
facts these authors can be termed moralistsmoralists in that they reveal
man s weaknesses and evil with terrifying vividness but their
feeling is not I1 believe comparable to the righteous wrath
which some sociological novelists between the wars leveled at
social abuses it offers us little or no hope in judging the
ostensible satanist one should ask whether for reasons of
despair or irresponsible salesmanship he tends to loosen man s

grip on fundamental life forces or whether he isis seriously
pioneering neglected or new areas which promise fruit in
future

fundamental QUESTION

perhaps the fundamental question still is this how can
a monster of perversion such as the marquis de sade at least
as he portrays himself win the half gleeful acceptance which
he has gained from many readers

that he did exist that he offers a subject for scientific
analysis is true but this fact does not supply a satisfying
answer those most engrossed in him do not appear to be
equipped to investigate him scientifically As a matter of fact
there may be no one thus equipped because science as we know
it does not take cognizance of the very essence of de sade or
of any human being

yet the answer to the question may not afafteraflerter all be
difficult man thinkinotrinkinothinthinkingkino encounters many of the same adverse
forces inin every age the gross obvious fact that man must sur-
vive as a physical organism confers meretricious priority upon
the subhumansub human factors involved in the perpetuation of his
mere physical existence distinctively human traits and poten-
tialities aldous huxley summarized them as intelligence
friendliness and creativity and their fulfillment may be the
only real excuse for the whole clanking grinding shuddering
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juggernaut of our machine culture yet try to find anything like
unashamed acknowledgment of their importance even among
the educated the goal becomes consumption minimal or
conspicuously wasteful the means become ends and the reason
for the entire structure becomes buried under an avalanche of
expediency which misses its own goal

the protests of those penetrating enough to assess the
damage being done will range from mild criticism to the per
versitiesversi ties of a fallen angel such as some critics see in de sade
the degree of preposterous fallacy occurring in the latter type
of protest will be proportional to the amount of smug obtuse
error against which the protest is aimed

SADISM TRUE FREEDOM

but if the mad zeal of such protests can become thus com-
prehensible if it can be seen as a heroically dangerous dose of
literary strychnine to the diseased society what of the sober
half acceptance by the presumably responsible and respectable
A saturday review reviewerreviewer of the book the life and ideas of
the marquis de sade asserts that true sadism is a plea for
absolute freedom a total revolt against all law whether divine
social or natural in the name of nature itself we may be
victims of the purblindness of which I1 spoke when we express
surprise that such defiance can do more than catch a momentary
startled glance scientific curiosity must be largely discounted as
a reason for the current revival of interest inin the iconoclastic
marquis for as previously commented persons interested
enough to read de sade and ponder him are not equipped if
anyone is to deal with his central premise which seems to
deny science natural law the hypothetical consistency of the
universe

anyone of course can be bewildered at the obtrusion of
the demonic the malign into movements that promised only
benevolence there is for example our science technology
alliance although it is truly a horn of plenty some influences
seem determined to pervert it to harmful ends the nuclear
club there may be a dozen member nations by 1975 presents
shocking pictures of large and smaller nations straining their
resources neglecting their dire needs in education food and
health to gain power for destruction beyond our imagining
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small wonder a devil seems to leer from the mushroom cloud
along the domestic horizon other ogresagres loom people feel a
dread of inexplicable evil when they read increasing numbers
of news stories about incredible vandalism thrill burglaries
thrill muggings thrill murders psychology does not fully
explain why many thousands of young people riot in resort
towns with utter callousness to the rights and feelings of others
there appears to be more in this than the instinctive aggressive-
ness freud feared might disrupt society it is more than animal
spirits and postponement of adult responsibility in the worst
cases it reflects a virulence actively destructive of human wel-
fare even of the wrong doers refusing to blame lucifer any
twentieth century man still can wonder and dread

but the more imaginative and philosophical if they approve
de sade probably do so for this reason his assertion of human
freedom isis the most extreme position possible it sounds bugle
notes to hearts repelled by the prospect of being masticated in
the maw of the machine whether the dominant force be cor-
porate gigantism or monstrous statism hearts which are re-
volted by maceration in the machine in any of its forms and
washed down into a vat where their tissues are transformed into
crude productsbyproductsby without regard to the most valuable element
of all the essence of humanity the priceless emergent of
biological and social and spiritual evolution

sometimes I1 pass an animal productsbyproductsby plant droves of
gaunt broken down horses wait beside it they horrify me
what if I1 saw clean limbed spirited young thoroughbreds con-
fined in the corral around that ghastly gray building waiting
not to fulfill their destiny of running beyond the wind but
to be knocked in the head and made into glue and horsehide
and meat for ranch minks you too would feel inexpressible
outrage and terror

so the sensitive and responsible in our age will identify
de sade s as the extremestextremes of protests against brute callous
blindness to the faculties which make the human being worth
bothering about that is why the diabolic current in our litera-
ture can become transmuted into something that seems in a
devious way a courageous and necessary expression admitted-
ly diabolistsdiabo lists are not always sincere they may sometimes be as

exploitive and unscrupulous as pushers of narcotics to teen-
agers but when their controlling interest is serious they
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are in a sense created by the bleak flatness of our culture by
its fixation on a low plane of thought they are truly fallen
angels descended into the abyss where most of us as perverse
as they but in an opposite mode flounder in default of a clearer
light

in the psychic as in the physical world action and reaction
tend to be equal thus we absorb that toxic productbyproductby of a
generally wholesome tendency the fact that well meaning
seekers longing for certainty have unintentionally dehumanized
science and hence all life to some degree for everyone is more
or less a creature of his age at least by depreciating the very
qualities which make human beings capable of being true seers
and scientists we have driven many imaginative souls into ex-
pressing revulsion in opposite error this is not intended to
vindicate diabolistsdiabo lists whatever explanation we make of them
we cannot explain away the fundamental error to make
god the author of evil would be to contradict the idea of
god 1 evil is potency misapplied out of control to make
a deity of it is to return to religion with a vengeance against
humanity

S radhakrishnanRadhakrishnan eastern religions and western thought new york
1959 p 203



the struggle for peace

CHARLES MALIK

this is a moment of great anxiety in the history of the
world just for this reason and because god exists and over-
sees the whole thing this is a moment of great hope ours is
an age of the possibility of great heroism if only we attend to
the problems and throw ourselves on the great possibilities
never before was the opportunity open for so many men and
women to rise to the highest pitch of heroism in every walk of
life as it isis today whether it be in science or industry whether
it be in politics or international relations in literature or in the
realms of the spirit this is the moment to create and be it all
depends on whether you appraise the problems precisely and
profoundly and whether you have it in you constitutionally
and morally to grasp the possibilities and throw yourself
wholeheartedly upon them it all depends in brief on whether
you are called to the heroic stature of the moment

ANXIETY OF VIETNAM

we are all anxious about the war in vietnam Is it a hope-
less struggle Is it a meaningless one do the objectives justify
the sacrifices incurred when will it come to an end how will
it come to an end may it lead to the third world war such
being the decisive place of america in the world today these
questions are asked at the deepest level of human conscience
not only by you but throughout the world whatever vitally
affects america vitally affects the world

we are all anxious about the situation in the middle east
has the war of last june 1967 brought us closer to or has
it taken us farther away from real peace and real stability in
that vital region of the globe what are the conditions for
peace and stability can the arabs and the israelis agree on
them can the interests of the great powers in this region be

A brighambnghambangham young university forum address october 12 1967 transcribed
from tape and edited here ed
dr malikmallk distinguished professor of philosophy at american university of
beirut beirut lebanon has won international fame inin politics and education
serving at one time as president of the united nations general assembly
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so reconciled as to enable them to help in promoting a just and
lasting settlement these are some of the questions that arise
and whoever is able to penetrate into the depths and to have
something to share and above all to do about them will be one
of the heroes of this age

we are all anxious about the united nations and whether
it has lived up to the expectations originally placed upon it
so much happens in the world without the united nations
doing anything about it that one is forced to ask has the
united nations failed why is it so impotent what in-
deed has it done have we outgrown it altogether and can
anything be done to lift it out of its paralysis and helplessness

we are all anxious about china at the present rate of
growth the population of china at the end of this century
namely in only thirty years will be one and a half billion
human beings it will have an advanced industrial technology
it will possess the most devastating weapons and the most
modern systems of weapon delivery and if the present men-
tality continues to prevail china will be harboring radical
suspicion hatred and aggressive design toward the rest of the
world china isis the world s greatest long range problem and
we are all in the same boat with respect to china americans
russians indians europeans asians africans the russians
have very painfully discovered this fact so indeed have the
indians and so no question is deeper than the question what
must be done about china

SOVIET AMERICAN RELATIONS

we are all anxious about the state of soviet american re-
lations on the one hand there has been a real amelioration of
these relations on the other hand there appearstoappearappearsstoto be a real
roadblock in developing them further by reason of vietnam
on the one hand we read of stories of the free spirit in russian
thought and life on the other hand we hear of continued re-
ligious persecution and further clamping down upon free ex-
pression the brute fact is that the peace of the world and
the whole tenor and spirit of international conduct depend on
the degree of confidence and agreement and cooperation that
is obtained between the super states namely the soviet union
and the united states
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similarly we are all anxious about the future of asia and
africa and about the problem of war the public happily
knows very little about the new weapons of mass destruction
except that they are horrible beyond imagination and so we
are all deeply involved in the question of how to avoid war can
mankind stand this balance of terror indefinitely what if
these weapons in five in ten in twenty years proliferate all
over the world as proliferate indeed they will Is this the best
outlook we can bequeath to our children and grandchildren
must we not all do the impossible to bring about genuine
honest verifiable disarmament

we are all anxious about the american racial situation
it cannot be repeated too often that america s position in the
world today is so outstanding that whatever vitally affects
america vitally affects the rest of the world and so this
problem is watched with the greatest anxiety all over the world

we are all anxious about life in the urban society with all
the problems of slums and anonymities and the breakdown on
community life and the breakdown of morals that that kind
of existence entails

REBELLION OF YOUTH
we are all anxious about the ideas in motivation of youth

because there is a real rebellion all over the world not only
in this country there is a kind of cult of cruelty and violence
of uncouthness and sheer dirt there is worship of sheer
vulgarity the kick is the thing these days what lures people
is the strange the different the abnormal the exotic and the
more different and exotic the better and there is a host of other
sources of anxiety whether europe is eclipsed for good or
whether it can reassert its balancing mediating position
whether western civilization can recollect itself into some ef-
fective unity in the face of the wholesale assault upon its
fundamental values from all directions from within and from
without the population explosion the so called sexual revolu-
tion the rise of atheism and materialism the trend of the spirit
in the classic and performing arts whether the technical and
scientific have overwhelmed for good the liberal the free the
human and humane the spiritual in universities and colleges
and other institutions of intellectual culture the problem of
leisure when men need not work at all and there isis absolutely
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nothing to do as is going to be the case in only thirty years
in this country as the result of automation and many other de-
vices and finally the problem of anxiety itself there are so
many sorts of anxiety and fear today that men are simply
anxious all over

this is an age of problems and challenges on every side
and from every direction to live in an age my friends is to
live its fundamental problems if these things to which I1 have
referred leave us unmoved and unconcerned then we are not
living in this age and a man who is not living in his age is
obviously dead you can be a creative hero in any one of these
fields depending on your calling and your opportunity to be
man is at the moment you face a problem immediately to
start searching for a way out the more fundamental the
problem is the more it is a challenge an opportunity prob-
lems are never dead ends you can always do something about
a problem at least you can understand it and if you are in a
position of responsibility and competence you can at once move
to finding new ways and means for grappling with it

people differ I1 assure you not so much according to their
ability to sense problems we are all alike there but according
to their hidden moral resources on which they can pin their
hopes before the demanding and dangerous nothing is more
unworthy than simply to analyze and stop there the pure
analysts who analyze and stop are the plague of this age I1
believe in a living god and he is my secret ground of hope
in every instance this is his world he knows exactly what
is going on and he has a way out for every impassispass for every
situation even for that limiting situation in god problems
always point to possibilities

in committing myself before you today during the few min-
utes left me on some of these issues on very few of themthern
I1 represent no government and no agents I1 speak only for
myself most certainly I1 do not claim that I1 know the mind of
god for every situation but equally most certainly I1 affirm
that god being who he is and what he is has a definite mind
for every situation and it is my bounden duty to seek that
mind and when I1 express a view it is always my honest best
view although having regard to the enormous limitations of
my knowledge and considering that I1 am certainly mortal and
certainly fallible and liable to corruption that view may be
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wholly wrong thus I1 often cry with st paul let god be
true and every man alive but it is always my faith in god
as having a mind for every situation that steadies my purpose
and sustains my zest and thrills me with the deepest and most
arising hope even in the darkest moments of my life and
despite all my limitations

THE CHALLENGE OF VIETNAM

on vietnam I1 will make only four short remarks consider-
ing the magnitude of the war effort 1I find it remarkable that
the united states appears to be taking the whole thing in its
stride of course people debate the war and are worried about
it and washington has the war uppermost on its mind but on
the whole the american people appear tobeto be relaxed about it
certainly far more relaxed than other peoples would be if they
were making a comparable effort secondly one wonders
whether the united states so preoccupied in southeast asia can
still attend with equal efficacy to its far flung world responsi-
bilitiesbilities elsewhere thirdly one hopes that after the recent
elections in vietnam an honorable settlement can be arranged
and finally if such a settlement is arrived at it would be tragic
indeed if in three or five years the developments which the
united states has been fighting to prevent from occurring in
southeast asia should nevertheless actually occur in that
event the settlement would certainly not have been an honorable
one

on the middle east I1 wish to say virtually nothing not
because I1 am not interested nor bebecausecause you are not interested
nor because I1 know little about it 1 I assure you I1 know quite
a lot but because the situation there could not be more
delicate or more fluid and because it is now in the decisive
hands of the policymakerspolicy makers concerned and when this is the
case talking much about it in public does not help especially by
one who does not bear public responsibility as present I1 would
only add that because the situation is exceedingly great historic
opportunities offer themselves now for the most creative states-
manship

on the united nations I1 will say very little the united
nations should not be blamed it is an instrument and those
who should be blamed are its managers who do not put it to
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adequate and greater use and the united nations has done
wonderful work in a score of important treaties

I1 shall treat the soviet and chinese problems together
three things two negative and one positive have brought
about a relatively relaxed atmosphere between russia and
america in recent years the common peril from china the
mutual deterrence of the atom and increased economic politi-
cal social and cultural contacts between the two systems

EAST AND WEST

I1 regard the chinese problem as I1 said before as the most
formidable long range problem facing the entire world viet-
nam cannot be understood except against the background of
china russia has been for a decade far more concerned with
its relations to china than about its relations either to europe
or to america when russia thinks ahead ten or twenty years
from now it is china that moves before it as a principal
danger despite the official marxist ideology russia is essen-
tially european and western intellectually culturally spiri-
tually historically on the other hand despite its marxism
china is neither european nor western de gaulle is quite
right in stressing the overarchingover arching cultural unity of europe from
the urais to the atlantic there is nothing chinese nothing
that speaks to your soul and to mine as do pushkin and dost-
oevskytoevsky and tschaikovskychaikovskytschaikowskyTs and gogol and tolstoy and chek-
hov and pasternak and russian spirituality despite the official
atheism is presently orthodox christian I1 have no doubt this
underlying spirituality will reassert itself one day even in
official circles purified and enriched by the marxist experi-
ence I1 wholly agree with berdyeavBerd yeav that atheism and material-
ism are a passing episode in russian history

people speak of great changes having occurred in the
soviet union in recent years this is quite true but religion is

not granted in actual right to present and propagate itself and
there is an audible murmuring by the intellectuals that they do
not enjoy the responsible freedom necessary for them to create
not until there is real freedom of religions thought expres-
sion and discussion will the soviet union really feel secure
herself and will the western world feel confident and relaxed
in its relations to it thus everything must be done to increase
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the scientific and cultural contexts and the competition under
the stalemate of the nuclear umbrella is going to be subtle and
intense he is likely to win in this fateful competition in asia
in africa in the middle east in latin america and in his own
homeland who never lets his god down who outsmarts the
other fellow in the manipulation of the free rules of the game
who pushes his material and political advantages to the utmost
who keeps on enlarging the areal corporation on a sound basis
who knows how to draw out from the other fellow what both
have in common who believes more firmly in his fundamental
values who develops a greater capacity for patience and love
and who holds out more against all that softens and corrupts

russia and america are the daughters of europe and
europe having been the center of things for more than 2000
years isis finding it difficult to adjust to the fact that its two
daughters are now overshadowing it europe recognizing the
immense political and material assets that its two daughters en-
joy over it nevertheless believes that she still leads in matters
pertaining to gracious living to refinement of taste depth of
thought and feeling spiritual creativity especially in philoso-
phy theology and the arts peace of soul and continuity with
the past for man is not man without these things in such mat-
ters the europeans do not believe that either russia or america
has much to teach them

what is happening today is that there is a change in the
relationship between the atlantic community and russia the
old formula was the atlantic community versus russia the
emerging picture is europe between russia and america the
predicament of britain is pretty deep dean acheson was quite
correct inin saying that britain lost an empire and has not found
a new role life in britain is stricken at every level politically
internally and externally economically and above all morally
and intellectually the kind of philosophy which oxford and
cambridge are turning out at present is simply unworthy of a
great people and a great nation

YOUTH WANT SPIRITUAL FOOD

we should never judge youth we should love them and
understand their rebellion they want more spiritual food than
the meager fare they have been served it may be we would do
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exactly what they are doing if we were in their place it may
be it is we who have failed them I1 find them most sincere
most stimulating most challenging most promising but on
many matters quite off again and again I1 am amazed and
I1 praise god for how much wisdom patience and love even-
tually pays they do snap out of their dreams under the steady
influence of love and they become great leaders chastenedchasteneychastened
profound and humble A searching youth even a lost youth
is worth ten of the blasebiaseblasg middle aged

today the exotic provides the kick wait until the pen-
dulum has swung back in ten years then the natural and nor-
mal will have become so strange and rare and abnormal that
it will provide the kick there is no danger that nature can
be violated and sinned against indefinitely whoever attempts
this trick will be avenged by nature herself she will simple see
to it that he leaves no trace behind this applies to cultures
and schools of thought no less than to individuals

youth are dying to give their lives to great and true causes
who can provide them with these gripping lures in the
end only the high political leadership the spiritual leadership
of the church the intellectual leadership of the universities
and the creative leadership of art and literature youth today
are at the mercy of these four agents the real the true and
the existing must constantly be held up before them above
all the living part of repentance and forgiveness must always
be kept open in absolute understanding and compassion and
love you will recall that when the returning son was yet a
great way off his father saw him had compassion ran and
fell on his neck and kissed him and killed the fattedbatted calf in
celebration and how many times must I1 forgive my offending
brother or sister or both of them or family seventy times seven
times and I1 am assured that unless first I1 forgive my brother
his trepassestrespassestrepasses god will not forgive mine

my friends you can patch up things here and there in all
these things I1 ve talked about and you can improve them a little
here and there your enthusiasm and your efficacy may last a

year a decade a generation a lifetime and the enthusiasm
and efficacy of your culture or your nation may last a century
or five but things will always slip back under your fingers
and they will always come back sooner or later to problems
perplexities trials sufferings the world by itself cannot mend
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its ways and you by yourself cannot mend it either the world
lives under a sort of curse this is what the exuberant humanism
of this age cannot see

now my friends all this believe me is the truth and
any sentimental rosiness any shallow optimism is but illusion
and deceit you will get over it one day if not you then cer-
tainly your children or grandchildren I1 assure you this is the
most honest realism you will ever come across even were you
to live a thousand years and even were you to learn a thousand
philosophies hence there is a need for an honest hope from
outside ourselves and outside the world a hope that we do not
wishfully invent because we happen to need it but a hope that
we desperately need and seek because it is given because it is
there because it is real and genuine and that completely and
independently from us and from our need and because it is
real and given it exerts on us a wistful lure albeit strange
and distant

WORLD UNITY IN CHRIST

this is a meaning of the gospel that there is good news
the news namely that god is certainly there that he supplies
the objective help we need that he has called us and is calling
us through jesus christ that is why my friends to me the
greatest event of this century is what is happening to the
churches never perhaps in history were the christians so open
to one another and so eager to understand one another as they
are today I1 believe all human failings stem originally from a
failing in the order of the spirit I1 also believe that god has
made himself and his will quite clear for mankind in and
through jesus christ and it is quite clear from the bible and
from the nature of things that christ meant all those who be-
lieve in him to be one the present ecumenical movement
among protestants in america and elsewhere among orthodox
all over the orthodox world and between protestants ortho-
dox and catholics is this generation s mode of responding to
the prayer of jesus christ that we all be one the changed
atmosphere to which everybody has contributed is amazing
nobody would have dreamt ten years ago that we would find
ourselves where we are today nobody is being asked to give
up anything he believes in but everybody s own conscience is
facing him with the challenge of jesus christ that we be one
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we are all asking ourselves not to be afraid of one another
therefore to approach one another to seek to understand to
learn from one another to forgive one another to love one
another despite our differences to trust one another in jesus
christ to find out if we have not been prone to certain pre-
judices and misunderstandings about one another to seek
therefore in trust and in love how far we can agree and
above all how far we can work together in practical matters
of common interest

no harm whatever can come from all this even to our
dearest pursuingspursuings on the contrary a great deal of good can
come from it and indeed has already come I1 owe the protestants
more than I1 can ever dream of paying them back they made
the bible living to me and I1 now live in the bible and the
mormon church with which I1 have had very friendly connec-
tions for a number of years has always impressed me as pro-
ducing characters of the highest order integrity depth con-
cern and real enthusiasm for the higher values I1 have been
active within our orthodox church and between it and other
churches I1 find the catholic church the same as the orthodox
church only the one was the church first maturing in the
west and the other the church first maturing in the east I1

was present when the pope and the ecumenical patriarch of
constantinople met each other on the mount of olives in
jerusalem three years ago and in istanbul last july and I1 shall
accompany the patriarch god willing when he returns the
visit to the pope later this month october 1967 in rome
I1 was present in geneva early in august of 1967 in connection
with certain consultations conducted by the world council of
churches I1 have followed much of the ecumenical literature
that has come out so far therefore I1 can tell you not from
theory not from wishful thinking but from firsthandfirst hand knowl-
edge that we live in a moment in history of the greatest pos-
sible spiritual promise what is happening is nothing short of
the mighty explosion of the holy ghost I1 cannot begin to tell
you of the love the tenderness the trust the understanding
the good will the positive approach the sincere attitude of

let bygones be bygones that are nowhow exploding from every
site and in every heart there are meetings discussions dia-
logues joint searches for agreement going on all the time in
an atmosphere of genuine christian good will certainly no
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such atmosphere has been obtained either since the reforma-
tion of the fifteenth century or since the split between the east
and the west of the eleventh

my frienfriendsds I1 believe christ has a mind the right mind the
perfect mind the divine mind the mind that we all dimly seek
for every situation if we remain apart from one another we
are not likely to know that mind as he wants us to know it
especially as part of that mind and perhaps the most important
part thereof is first to be one he has a mind for all the prob-
lems I1 set forth at the beginning for vietnam for china for
the middle east for soviet american relations for the social
situation in america for youth for the proper relationship
between the technical and the liberal and for man in his total
anxiety today that mind is always the best possibility for that
problem and that situation if the christians came together in
christ they could face the future with perfect confidence be-
cause the spiritual and material resources they can then pull
together will penetrate every problem and overcome every
difficulty they are coming together under god in our day
waiting in patience and confidence until this process has com-
pleted itself it will complete itself in god s own day and in
god s own way you will then see wonders for man and for
society of which you cannot now dream then shall scripture
be fulfilled which affirms that all the ends of the world shall
remember and turn unto the lord and all the kindreds of the
nations shall worship before him for the kingdom is the lord s

and he is the governor among the nations



the dilemma of a pernicious zion
RICHARD G ELLSWORTH

mormon history and letters are replete with accounts of the
conversion and immigration of the faithful to zion and of their
lives of hard but repaying labor settling the desert territories
under the strong yet benevolent leadership of the prophet
brigham young difficulties though sometimes belittled were
more than compensated for by the spiritual satisfaction gained
through contributing to the building of zion in the last days
such accounts glow with religious joy and testimony and
rightly so for those saints who actually achieved the latter day
vision and followed it with all their hearts enjoyed a reward
greater than any but themselves can know theirs was a great
joy and belonging

but what of those among these early immigrants to zion
who did not catch the eternal vision or at best glimpsed it
only darkly losing it swiftly in the dust and death and loneli-
ness of a barren promised land what of those among these
multitudes who were not converted but instead were carried
along in the tide of more determined testimonies and others
stronger wills some there were who honest but lost came re-
luctantlyluctantly caught in forces they couldncoulden t understand pushed by
circumstances beyond their control feeling driven by an almost
vindictive fate these were they who were not recipients of
the eternal vision these were they who achieved no great be-
longing yet humanly they struggled to live hoping against
hope that in the mormon zion fate might also grant them
happiness and that all would be right finally and sometimes
if they adopted the vision or at worst simply ignored it
things did in a sense come somewhat right but more often they
did not more often their experience in zion proved pernicious
their long weary unvisioned immigration and the hard life
thereafter ended in hurts criticisms disillusionments lost
allegiances and almost irrevocably in a final tearing away
from once loved ones leaving broken marriages orphaned

dr ellsworth isis associate professor of english at brigham young university
specializing in mmidid ninineteenthneteenth century american life and letters
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children bitterly quarreling families and sometimes memories
of physical violence for such as these zion brought not
peace but instead the sword

some who suffered the sharp sword edge fought back with
harsh anti mormon tracts and extravagant anti mormon stories
which reeked so of personal hurt and the will to hurt that
the human story they might have told is utterly obscured
seldom is found in non mormon or anti mormon accounts
any real revelation of the honest inner man caught in this
emotional intellectual and spiritual dilemma seldom is heard
a voice from the dust relating this reality a reality which was
and which far from destroying or disturbing modern testimony
instead strengthens it by making the whole mormon experience
more wonderfully alive and true and human than ever before

just such an account is the record of nels bourkerssonBourkersson 1

non mormon of skane sweden who just one month short of
his thirty ninth birthday with his mormon convert wife and
their three children reluctantly trudged those final emigrant
steps across the crowded malmomaimo docks and up the waiting
gangplank bound for denmark germany england and
america his was the emigration forced by fate uninspired by
vision and for him almost vindictively there resulted no joy
no great belonging and becoming but only swift destruction
of all of his pressured hopes the loss of all his means and
all his property his own near death and rumored death the
wanton murder by indians of his only son the gradual dis-
affection of his wife and final dissolution of his marriage and
the agonized loss to him of his two remaining daughters in
willed rejection by the older child and forced separation from
the younger in just three short years nils bourkerssonBourkersson would
return again across the docks at malmomaimo beaten alone dis-
mayed unconfident and confused he would have cause
enough surely to be bitter for him the promised zion proved
bafflingly pernicious it yielded only intellectual frustration
and emotional turmoil and horror

nels bourkerssonBourkersson s situation was not exceptional he
traveled back from salt lake city to omaha with a wagon
train of over fifteen hundred disillusioned saints all sad all

nelseisneisels bourkerssonBourkersson tyetretra ar i mormonlandelmormonlandetMormon landerlandetlandeliander betatBeratBentberdtbenrbenttelserberattelsertelser efter egna
lakttagelser malmo sweden 1867 all quotations unless otherwise noted
are from bourkerssonBourkersson translation isis mine
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lost lacking husbands and wiveswives and children was this perhaps
the price exacted for the lack of the vision

but where indeed was vision where was truth nels bour
kerssonbersson himself is not sure perplexedly he concludes that it
has to be with the swedish lutheran church religiously but
that it isncisn t morally and perhaps not sociologically he points
out that the mormon way of life is not completely deception and
evil as some would say much in mormonism is honorable and
good yet for him the mormon zion in spite of what the
missionaries preach certainly is no kingdom of god on earth
how could it be when the religious doctrine is impossible
the law of tithing celestial marriage polygamy absolute
obedience to ecclesiastical authority inspired calls to settle
new areas interminable church services and tedious sermons
long family prayers repetitive blessings on the food secret
temple endowments oracular patriarchal blessings and
so on yet even so he notes that the mormon way of life
most often creates morality and usually personal goodness he
states that mormonscormons exert little pressure upon non mormonscormons
to conform to their mormon way of life none was exerted
on him during all the time he lived in utah he was never
asked to pay any tithing nor to attend any meetings nor to be
anything other than moral upright and honest he feels that
mormon missionaries however in their zeal to gain new con-
verts exaggerate the goodin zion and ignore the bad zion
actually he says is a barren desert death by starvation or
indians lurks behind every cliff and sandhill realistically one
could not even hope to succeed yet he notes that many mor
mons do succeed and seem happy and honestly so his experi-
ence has taught him he says that mormonscormons are honest to a
fault at least the laity he feels that the trouble lies with the
mormon leaders and with the people s foolishness for bour
kerssonberssonkers son the most terrible temptation in zion is to be a mormon
leader for the mormon priesthood has too much power mor
mons believe anything their leaders tell them he points out that
his own wife had wanted all the blessings the priesthood
promised and he as a nonbeliever couldncoulden t get them for her
he didndian t believe this mormon foolishness about celestial
marriage wasngasn t his own swedish lutheran marriage valid
not according to mormonscormonsMormons not according to his mormon
wife 1I don t even belong to you she d snapped at wyoming
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city and his children weren t they his better had his wife
died or had they all died better had they all never left sweden

so goes nels bourkerssonBourkersson s dilemma the almost vindictive
dilemma of the forgotten man in the mormon migration the
honest non mormon caught in a web he can t understand and
needing because of the fate which overtakes him to make
explanation for the sake of his soul the picture nels bour
kerssonbersson paints shows the progress of the personal dilemma the
gradual emergence of feelings of separateness irritation per-
sonal defensiveness criticism ridicule opposed by honest recog-
nition of social values and attainments and all of this result-
ing inin intellectual indecision emotional frustration and a final
giving up and retreat with loss to the old safe ways of life
it is a picture worth noting

I1 am thankful to god that I1 have returned with my life and
my health to my fatherland and thankful to all the good
people who have been kind to me I1 hurry now to
assemble the records I1 made during the three years I1 spent
among the mormonscormons in the hope that my story may be use-
ful to some of my countrymen this isis all the reward I1
desire p I11

there was little other reward for he was soon forgotten
yet one wonders how such a person came to be among the
mormonscormonsMormons trudging that long journey without the vision and
the hope what was the pattern to the dilemma and the
course of disintegration why did they feel fated or as nels
bourkerssonBourkersson put it driven to that 11 strange corner of the
world

nels bourkerssonBourkersson was born may 13 1825 in marsvinsholm
skane sweden and was baptized taught and confirmed in
his country s state church inin his case the swedish lutheran
church I1 as were most citizens of european countries through-
out the nineteenth century like most young men coming of
age in that century he was taught his father s trades farming
and dairying as a matter of course later in the hope of im-
proving future fortunes he was apprenticed to learn a more
skilled trade more economically remunerative and more socially
approved but again as with most young people in all times
young nels was dissatisfied with this management of his life
1 I endured it only so long as I1 was forced to that is the length
of the apprenticeship and then as soon as I1 was free lay the
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whole profession aside p 6 free at last from adult pres-
sure nels bourkerssonBourkersson knocked about a bit doing a little of
everything as he says until finally

in the middle of my 24th year I1 decided it was time for me
to take my part inin the world I1 purchased from my father
a piece of property and about the same time became ac-
quaintedquain ted with a young spirited girl about eighteen years of
age who was good looking and had a little inheritance
our feelings being mutual and her parents approving we
were married appp 676 7

the fifteen years that followed were spent in the normal
pursuit of raising and supporting a growing family farming
running a bakery business dairying and after 1853 or so
listening to the mormon missionaries vibrant appeals to come
out of babylon and flee to zion during these years two
of bourkerssonBourkersson s sisters accepted the missionaries message and
joined the mormon faith immigrating to utah twice during
these years economic circumstances in sweden caused business
failures for many farmers and small business men and as the
year 1864 dawned it brought with it the second business
disaster for nels bourkerssonBourkersson emigration to the mormon
eldorado began to be something to think about that spring
his dairy business completely failed and other things too were
particularly bad we were without house and without occupa-
tion for I1 had sold that house which I1 had before owned in the
little church village itlt seemed now that wherever I1 sought
for a new position I1 had consistent bad luck p 8 he felt
fated to failure the pressures at home were mounting his

11 spirited wife was not happy she was not the kind anyway
to be what one might might call a comcomforterforter in times of need
in fact I1 must admit that a good deal of the time she proved
quite contrary p 8 yet in the midst of all this darkness
gleamed the proffered promise of the mormon zion the new
land of new hope

during the last few years my wife had let me know time
after time that the mormonscormons were generally right inin their
religious viewsviews add to this situation the further fact that
every year for the last ten years I1 had received glowing
letters from my two sisters who had themselves during that
time settled among the mormonscormonsMormons describing all the advan-
tages and none of the hardships of their life always going
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on to say that I1 should be most welcome to live in their
11paradise even without my becoming a mormon and so it
was that my sisters flowery portrayals of their mormon para-
dise my own wife s ever increasing interest in the saints
and their principles plus all the aforementioned economic
misfortunes became the reasons for our emigration p 9

thus fate drove nels bourkerssonBourkersson to the final decision on
april 10 1864 he and his wife and their three children

ranging in ages from eight to fourteen stepped aboard the
steamer L T bagereageredgerbaxer at malmomaimo and became a part of a large
group of emigrating latter day saints but already he was be-
ginning to feel the dilemma of his differentness my wife was
already a mormon and was thus a saint I1 was the only gen-
tile among them all p 9

his growing feelings of differentness are typical they
loom larger as the journey continues the mormonscormons seem glad
to be leaving their homeland he is sad while the mormonscormons
sing their joy he goes below decks with two passengers who
are not mormonscormons and drinks away his sorrow later the saints
singing about coming out of babylon embarrasses him nor
can he comfortably join in the saints prayers he doesndoean t feel
the mormon unity of purpose when groups of saints from
denmark england and ireland join their group he can t
overcome his national antagonisms amalgamation seems un-
natural he doesndoean t like foreigners of the irish saints he says
after my judgment they should have been called beggars to

avoid saying anything worse
but the mormonscormons apparently are satisfied they sing of their

zion and they pray and they endure he can t comprehend their
patience but he himself admires it crowded uncomfortable
taken advantage of by cheating shipping companies mocked and
ridiculed by jeering crowds at malmomaimo ibeckubeckLi and liverpool
these mormonscormons suffer it all in silence he is amazed but some-
how resentful how can this be at last he concludes that
mormonism takes most of its converts from the lower classes
and therefore mormonscormons don t feel the imposition of their situa-
tion on the ship from hamburg germany to grimsby
england his irritation and disdain mount until he angrily scales
the high wooden wall erected across the deck to separate the
mormonscormons from the other passengers he finds to his chagrin
that the forward deck is filled with sheep
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I1 sat there a moment and puzzled over it now thought 1I
now am I1 certainly among the saints indeed surely the
familiar bible saying applies here for lo10 I1 see that the
sheep are verily separated from us unavoidably I1 per-
ceived to which group I1 actually belonged p 13

but he concludes before the journey is over that mormonscormons are
more like sheep than like goats they re foolish gullible easily
led their immigrationimidigration to utah isis prime evidence and their
conversion to mormonism even more prime the long dusty
trail to utah is no road to celestial glory to him but actually
one long graveyard filled paradoxically with the bodies of
the simple innocent latter day saints giving their lives to
establish a thousand year kingdom on earth and this in order
that they might see the coming of christ p 38

according to pattern self defense and irritation move to-
ward criticism and ridicule he begins to take personal offense
from the things that happen during the long journey in the
wagon in which he and his family cross the plains a young
mother of three children sickensbickens and dies the wagon stops
but a few moments while the men bury her near a telegraph
pole her children are so little that even the oldest doesndoean t
know enough to cry the mormonscormons hardly seem to respect
the dead enough to carve the woman s name on a board marker
for the grave bourkerssonBourk ersson misses his lunch to do this and is

personally offended thereby he decides that immigrants lives
are cheap even in the eyes of the mormonscormonsMormons Is it possible then
that he is being taken advantage of he wonders about the
stories he has heard of mormonscormons whom some say have become
rich by taking advantage of immigrants food and lodging on
the journey have been poor and transportation extremely un-
comfortable yet he hastens to admit in all honesty that he has
never seen real proof of anyone s being taken advantage of nor
has he ever met any such rich mormonscormonsMormons

but the possibility of it still nags at him soon he begins to
sense other offenses and he takes them personally he feels
that the immigrants are not provided with enough food by the
church agents for the eight day train journey from new york
to st joseph missouri and after they reach st joseph he is

offended that they must camp six weeks at wyoming city south
of the platte river to await the mormon wagons which are
coming from utah to carry them to zion many immigrants
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sicken and die during the wait he is further offended at this
wondering if the plan might be to have less people to carry
thereby when the wagons do finally come there is a charge
which he had not figured on fifty dollars for each adult and
twentyfivetwenty five dollars for each child plus ten dollars each for
provisions plus a ten percent interest on the now necessary
loan he feels deceived

this was something altogether unexpected everyone had
trusted inin what they d been told the saints will be met
at the missouri river and transported from there in wagons
belonging to the church no one had remembered to
mention to me that there would be a charge p 53

besides this he is told that each immigrant family would be
allowed only so much baggage the great wagons could carry
no more resentfully he notes that most of the wagons also
carry merchandise labeled church goods for which he sur-
mises his baggage must be restricted he feels personally im-
posed upon it is not his church why should he pay to
carry its merchandise

yet even so in the midst of all this impatience and personal
imposition he notes that there are advantages to his being
among the mormonscormons crossing the great american plains in
the great swell of the rolling country beyond wyoming city
the growing danger of indian attack makes him grateful for
the leaders of the wagon train the rough mormon plainsmenplainsmanplainsmen
for whom at first he had had only disdain and ridicule the
wagons pass a settler s house still aflame from indian raid
the settler s wife and children have vanished but the man
himself lies there dead his bloody head smashed in the
wagons pass a long commercial wagon train wildly afire
piling great billows of black smoke high in the hot air men
lie butchered about the burning wagons practicality thus over-
comes emotional impatience and nelsnetsneis bourkerssonBourkersson is thankful
for experienced leaders the big mormon plainsmenplainsmanplainsmen know what
they are doing they are a wild and hard looking lot sun-
tanned longhairedlonghaired rough seemingly uncouth some are scan-
dinaviansdinavians now much americanized speaking better english than
they do their mother tongues nels bourkerssonBourkersson admits his
respect and awe at the swift competent way they work together
bringing the great wagon train safely through the indian
danger
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As the long journey continues the dichotomy of impatience
and respect sharpens misconceptions result major premises
of disrespect and respect though founded in his own observa-
tions are most often conceived in rather trivial incidents which
more specifically involve him and his personal patterns of
reaction than any large social norms for instance he con-
cludes that in spite of his admitted admiration for the mormon
plainsmenplainsmanplainsmen the majority of the mormonscormons are ridiculously im-
practical they have misplaced practicalities if mormonism be
true if it is indeed the original gospel restored at last with
power why should its adherents have to wade the swollen south
platte river simply because the weary oxen can pull only the
baggage and food and supplies through the mud and the
current it seems strangely impractical to him that the mormon
prophet doesndoean t use his restored priesthood powers to divide
this red sea for his children s convenience if moses could
do it why can t brigham young As for himself even though
he has no priesthood bourkerssonBourkersson with practical good sense
arranges with one of the drivers of the commercial wagons to
carry him and his family across while they wait on the east
shore for the wagon to come up for them he ridicules the silly
mormon women who mill about on the shore chirping to each
other like so many chickens trying to get up enough courage to
wade into the water he laughs at their impracticality for when
they finally do wade in most of them are too embarrassed to
lift up their skirts and petticoats and hold them high above the
water instead choosing to struggle for their modesty s sake
against the heavy wet weight of their clothing and the swift pull
of the water s current some he says are nearly shipwrecked
he finds it an enjoyable show but when a few hours later
thirty pairs of yokedjoked oxen stampede wildly across the trail
wrecking wagons and scattering people and baggage he be-
comes violently angry at the same kind of foolish mormon
female reaction he comes upon a woman weeping over a
broken coffee cup and he vents his anger upon her in violent
impatient language calling her a dumb ass and much more
in fact he says 1 I would have emptied the whole cup of my
wrath out upon her p 41 but one of the mormon
plainsmenplainsmanplainsmen hears him and tells him to stop he obeys respecting
the mormon leader but he resents the situation he feels
justified in his anger and his language some things he
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feels in practicality are worth swearing over yet never so it
seems for the mormonscormonsMormons there are fewer swearerssweatersswearers among
the mormonscormons than any people on earth he says and in his
resentment he wonders if this is not misplaced humility on
their part he finally decides that only god can be the judge
of that

misconceptions are increased by lack of the vision the
mormon law of tithing for instance is incomprehensible to
him or at least mormon obedience to it is mormonscormonsMormons he says
will pay tithing when they and their families are starving they
will labor for the lord when their own fields need their
labor much more 1 I have seen my close friends carrying on in
such foolishness so many times that I1 have wondered if every
tithepayertithe payer were not ripe for the insane asylum p 81 and
all of this in the face of what seems to him to be obvious fact
that tithing goods and services are being used by the mormon
leaders for their own personal benefit but he puzzles even if
these tithes are used as mormonscormons say they are that is to benefit
all why then are not all those benefited logically taxed in
sweden everyone pays the lutheran assessments yet here in
utah non mormonscormons are not required to pay at all it seems
utterly impractical and foolish to him that as soon as a man
11 accepts the gospel he automatically becomes liable to such
high taxes taxes which he could avoid quite easily by simply
remaining unbaptized obviously he concludes it s more
sensible in utah to be a non mormon than a mormon

it isis in such major conflicts as these that the intellectual
dilemma of the honest non mormon shows up the strongest
bourkerssonBourkersson exemplifies this he broods over his own questions
if tithing be cheat and impositimpositionionlon why then do his good
respected friends continue to pay it if the mormon call
system wherein church members are delegated by the mormon
priesthood to leave their homes and farms and personal accom-
plishmentsplishments and migrate to new desolate unsettled areas to
make new settlements is merely a social means for maintaining
local power by bishops and their counselors why then do
not more mormonscormons refuse to obey the calls if mormonism
is based on lies and deception why then are the mormonscormons so

honest in their social dealings he bears positive witness that
mormonscormons are honest that mormon postmasters for instance
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contrary to rumors in scandinavia do not open the mails that
even money is safe in the mormon mail he states that he has
seen that property in zion is very seldom bought or sold by
contract it is transferred instead simply upon a man s word
with a simple handshake and it makes no difference whether
there be witnesses to the transaction or not there are few
disputes yet even so bourkerssonBourkersson is sure that mormonism
breeds deceit lust and the hunger for power into its leaders
but why then he puzzles why the competence and service of
some of them such as the roughhewn plainsmenplainsmanplainsmen and why the
sincere religious attitudes of many of the mormonscormons he has
known and why is brigham young so respected even by his
bitterest enemies president brigham young isis

11

inin all his
dealings in all respects so honest so well bred and refined
that he exemplifies a gentleman of the first rank p 185
but if all of this be so how then can polygamy be what it
seems obviously to bourkerssonBourkersson to be a means to fulfill
mormon leaders lustful natures a means to increase their
power by increasing the number of their adherents but
further if taking another wife be a light thing as it often
appears to him to be why then all the business about a
recommend from the bishop especially as this may be

difficult to obtain should the bishop be angry with you
and why he questions does only brigham young himself
grant approval for polygamous marriages and if polygamy
be wrong as he concludes it most certainly must be why is the
moral standard so high among the mormonscormons why could he not
find evidences of illegitimacy or prostitution in zion in all
the three years he was in utah nils bourkerssonBourkersson unequivocally
states he saw no fallen women nor any women plying the
prostitute s trade he heard of no young girls ruined as in
sweden nor any youths brought forcibly to law for the
support of unclaimed offspring p 108 he found instead
that children from mormon polygamous unions were equal
with each other each child enjoyed his father s good name
each had an equal right of inheritance and in spite of many
stories he has heard to the contrary he observed that there was

peace in most polygamous homes he states that he has visited
many polygamous families he has many friends who live in
polygamy and never has he seen any physical strife between
wives nor among children
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zion thus for the honest non mormon presents an im
possible picture laws which seem to him to be unfair and
wrong nevertheless yield worthwhile results A gospel which
to him appears to be lies produces high moral character people
who seem foolish and impractical and deceived grow exemplary
in patience peace and diligence it is dilemma and unliveable
nels bourkerssonBourkersson s personal family situation at last convinces
him of this and pushes him finally to his unwilling antagonism
and bitterness

within a year and a half of his coming among the mor
mons two important personal aspects of the dilemma emerge
cold and clear first that he cannot under any circumstances
honestly accept mormonism and second that his wife who has
accepted mormonism is determined to have the promised
blessings of celestial marriage so determined in fact that

she is willing to divorce him to get them that his readers may
understand nels bourkerssonBourkersson explains the mormon doctrine
of celestial marriage that celestial marriage is not necessarily
polygamous marriage but simply marriage sealed by the mor-
mon priesthood according to the celestial mormon ritual
this requires among other things that both participants be
baptized believers in the mormon gospel mormonscormons believe that
to reach the highest heaven they must be sealed in this kind
of marriage which lasts into the next life otherwise they cannot
hope to enjoy the highest proffered blessings of god his own
particular situation thus becomes obvious because I1 was a
gentile and my wife was a saint so was it impossible for
her to be sealed to me for the next life and so she must give
me up and seek to join herself to a man who was worthy

p 29
so comes the final tearing away the loss and the bitter-

ness the sharp edge of the sword he tries with both argument
and tears to convince his wife to stay with him though it be
only for the sake of the children but she is unwilling
again the dilemma for even though intellectually he under-
stands her position emotionally he cannot comprehend it nor
accept it is intolerable unbelievable he is actually being
separated forced out driven from his own wife and his own
children he feels that because he is not a mormon the people
in the community are turning against him he feels trapped
he begins to fear for his life at last frustrated thwarted
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fated pushed by circumstances beyond sense to him he
agrees to a divorce

now follows the inevitable wrenching of children s

allegiances and the final loss of all the old emotional stabilities
his oldest daughter sides with her mother against him she
was so indoctrinated that it was impossible to convince her of
anything the other two children are deliberately sent out
of town to moroni where their mother intended to reside
the ten year old daughter on a planned visit with friends
and the sixteen year old son to work for one of the counselors
to the bishop there otherwise they never would have been
able to wrench these two children away from me p 162

the horror settles down around him the inevitable fate
is aided he feels by the mormon society to which he had joined
himself it is a destruction from which there seems no escape

the 24th of march had been chosen unbeknownst to me
as the fatal day when my household should be plundered and
my family taken away the village was still as the grave
and even though we dwelt at the crossroads there was not
a living soul to be seen that afternoon the man forsgren

of whom I1 have spoken before2before2 made his appearance with
his wagon you may judge what my feelings were when I1
realized what his errand was I1 resolved to remain impassive
but I1 overestimated my ability to control myself and finally
I1 threw myself down on the sofa inin tears I1 stayed there
throughout the whole plundering while my misled wife and
that wife robber conducted themselves exactly as they
pleased then came my wife to say her last farewell I1
remember that even her eyes filled with tears when I1 reached
for her hand and pressed it to my breaking heart p 163

A few days after this divorce is granted and nels bour
kerssonberssonkers son now alone moves in with his sisters and their families

bourkerssonBourkersson blamed forsgren s wiveswives for teaching his wife anna bour
kerssonberssonkersson the doctrines of celestial marriage forsgren bourkerssonBourkersson said allowed
this and even encouraged it hoping later to marry anna himself

bourkerssonBourk ersson s feelings are further evidence of the dilemma and his own
extreme emotional situation in spite of what he knows of mormon morality
he seems to want to believe the worst he states that he has heard and believes
that his wife anna was sealed to forsgren immediately after her divorce even
before he bourkerssonBourk ersson left utah in the spring of 1867 actually what he
chose to believe was not so anna holm bourkerssonBourk ersson did not remarry until
a year or more after nels to her best knowledge had died and even then she
was not sealed to forsgren but to nels jacobson december 1 1868 informa-
tion obtained from family records in the possession of E dixon larson orem
utah great grandson of nels and anna bourkesrson
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but the agony is not over about christmas time his youngest
daughter marimartmarl runs away from her mother and comes to him
11 she hung on my neck and begged me with tears to let her
stay with me of course she didndian t have to ask for that twice
I1 took her to my sister where she was taken in as one of their
own children but in the spring marimartmarl is kidnapped on the
streets and taken back to her mother nels bourkerssonBourkersson is
bitter

I1 have not seen the girl sincesince and god knows whether I1

will ever see her again inin this life had she been a boy
the whole thing probably never would have happened but
women must be obtained at any price as additions for mor-
mon haremshares and the means by which this is accomplished
matterethmattereth not p 167

his son anders however at last does come to him

my son had been working during the last year for a danish
farmer inin moroni this farmer had a high position to fill
for he was counselor to his holiness the bishop when
the boy made it clear that he could not in any way acknowl-
edge as right the way his mother had acted toward me and
that the principles upon which she had acted were absolutely
wrong and unrighteous and that he wanted to be with his
father yea even to follow his father to the damned
states he was fired without warning and paid absolutely
nothing for his ten months of labor and so at last I1 had
my son with me but he was the only one and the last one
of my family p 167

nels bourkerssonBourkersson now thoroughly disillusioned escapes
zion with his son in may of 1867 feeling his every move is

being watched he can hardly wait to get beyond fort laramie
yet the horror still is not done fate had yet one other bit-

ter cup to offer me I1 was forced to drain it empty also p
173 on the loth of july at crow creek just beyond fort lara-
mie the tragedy isis completed bourkerssonBourkersson s son anders had as

usual fixed dinner for himself and his father and they had
eaten it together nels bourkerssonBourkersson had afterward enjoyed a

quiet smoke on his pipe and had lain down under the wagon
on a bugbuffalofalo hide to take a nap he is abruptly awakened by
the cry your son has been shot by indians

the boy is conscious but in severe pain they carry him into
a tent and lay him on a cot the ball has entered his back passed
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by his heart and out his breast there is no doctor and little
can be done he lay there in his blood gazing up at me with
such a look in his handsome blue eyes as I1 shall never forget
all night long nels bourkerssonBourkersson sits by his son s bedside he
talks to the boy some but there is little to say around five
0 clock in the morning the boy pulls himself up out of bed say-
ing that he means to go and fix coffee for his father nels
bourkerssonBourkersson replies that he has already had coffee where-
with anders seemed satisfied lay his head back upon my knee
and slept slept deep and never more awakened this was my
only son my only support my last hope appp 1734173 4

and so the end is come nels bourkerssonBourkersson hadbad been to the
mormon zion he had gone reluctantly with a kind of hope
in hope but without the vision and he had reaped the whirl-
wind

my wife and my daughters were inin a captivity from which
I1 had not the slightest hope to save them my own daughters
were in the power of a man whose wicked hypocrisies had
destroyed their mother and their unhappy fate would be
like that of so many others and my only son who was my
last support and my hope was lost p 179

the picture portrayed by nels bourkerssonBourkersson is worth noting
its disillusionments its confusions and conflicts its puzzling
dichotomies between intellectual assessment and emotional re-
action are representative of the honest non mormonmormon who
11 against hope believed in hope 3 and though lacking the
vision nevertheless left his native land to claim the proffered
happiness of zion but who unlike abraham was rewarded
by losing everything thereby zion in ancient days according
to mormon scripture was a place where all were of one heart
and one mind 4 could it be that achieving happiness in the
mormon zion required also achieving the mormon vision
could it be that any attempt to claim happiness there without
achieving that vision brought almost vindictively or so it
seemed the pernicious destruction of the ill fated illusion of
course none can say and of those who lived through this
dilemma very few were percipient enough or articulate enough

spoken of abraham who believed the divine promise and was rewarded
thereby romans 418

pearl of great price moses 718
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to attempt any such conclusions nels bourkerssonBourkersson perhaps best
states the most that can be said

I1 have now to the best of my ability described that mystify-
ing place and people I1 ve done this according to my
experience and though this has cost me my wealth and my
family yet god knows that I1 haven t said one word in
anger I1 ve recounted situations only as they are every
reader is free to judge these things according to his own way
of seeing them p 196
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A note on baling hay at ganado
DALE T FLETCHER

baling hay at ganado was produced by mahonri young
in 1934 during one of his many trips to the southwest ganado
is in the navajo indian reservation in northeastern arizona
young loved to depict the life of the hopi apache and navajo
and a large part of his work deals with this subject

the artist prepared his etching plates in his studio by coating
the sheets of copper with a thin hard ground of asphaltum
these plates were taken along on the sketching trip and
worked on out of doors directly from nature besides his etching
equipment young would surely have taken along some water-
colors several kinds of sketch pads a box of oil paints with a
dozen small wooden panels and a variety of drawing materials
such as pencils chalk crayons pens brushes and ink

on this day at ganadaaanada he chose to do an etching we can
imagine him holding the copper plate in one hand and drawing
with the etching needle the fine lines being scratched through
the asphaltum later in the studio the plate would be bathed in
acid to etch the lines then cleaned inked wiped and printed in
editions of perhaps twentyfivetwenty five or fifty he had an agreement
with a dealer in new york who would buy all his etchings

these sketching trips were a way of life with mahonri
young and many other artists of his generation it involved an
unquestioned reverence or zestful appetite for reality the
visual world appeared as a field white all ready to be harvested
it was not pretty or entertaining it was nourishing healthy
the artists saw with grateful and joyous eyes B F larsen
who knew mahonri young and worked and thought a lot like
him characterized him in these words leaders in every line of
endeavor have big concepts of life they possess a proppropheticletic
faith in growth they think of their work as essential and not
as something apart why did mahonri go to ganado
what was he looking for in that remote place

A contemporary artist who works inside recently said the
dream of art coming from heaven is almost over we need to
return to ganado and bring home something more essential
than copper plates a conviction of whose handiwork it is
good medicine







A survey of LDS proselyting efforts
to the jewish people

ARNOLD H GREEN

from thucydides to carl becker and from vico to R C
collingwood historians and philosophers of history have de-
bated the question of teleology or purpose in the historical
process the latter day saints approach the issue with a re-
ligious weltanschauung fairly saturated with prophetic signifi-
cance in the tradition of old testament judaism and early
christianity they admittedly and proudly consider the essence of
history to be the unfolding of a divine blueprint for man s

ultimate salvation indeed one aspect of the mormon gospel
plan charts chronologically and in detail the process of taking
god s redeeming word to every nation and people

this process allegedly began with father adam who first
received the divine injunction to teach his offspring the ways
of truth adam s posterity occasionally became corrupt in the
sight of god however and the all important knowledge of
salvation was lost necessitating periodic restorations through
abraham moses and other representatives of the covenant
lineage following the advent of jesus the saving message
was deliberately withdrawn from the israelites who had since
old testament times been its sole guardians and beneficiaries
so that the gentiles might have an opportunity to attain sal-
vation yet it was predicted that after a period the times of
the gentiles would be fulfilled and the gospel would be re-
stored to a portion of scattered israel which would be gathered
to a zion in america and then to the jews who would return
to jerusalem

latter day saint history has thus unfolded in terms of this
chronology early converts to mormonism were designated as

israelites of the tribe of ephraim and their gathering place
near independence missouri was earmarked as the site for the
new jerusalem the stream of converts emigrating from great

mr green a 1967 BYU master s graduate is now studying middle east history
and semitic languages at UCLA
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britain to missouri illinois and utah was proof to mormonscormons
that the lord s timetable for ephraim was on schedule and
that the return of judah to palestine was imminent conse-
quentlyquently the latter day saints have developed a twofold zion-
ism they have prayed for their own ingathering on the ameri-
can frontier and almost as ardently for the jews return to
palestine as prelude to an eventual but certain jewish acceptance
of jesus and his teachings

PRAYER FOR JERUSALEM

thus joseph smith dedicating the kirtland temple in
1836 prayed god to have mercy upon the children of jacob
that jerusalem from this hour may begin to be redeemed and
the yoke of bondage may begin to be broken off from the house
of david and the children of judah may begin to return to
the lands which thou didst give to abraham their father 1

in 1840 a latter day saint conference in nauvoo illinois for-
mally resolved that the time for the jewish return had arrived
the church accordingly dispatched a pair of apostles to pales-
tine though only one of them orson hyde completed the
journey from the mount of olives he officially petitioned
god to restore the kingdom of israel raise up jerusalem as
its capital and constitute her people as a distinct nation and
government 2 the following year another LDS assembly
issued a manifesto to the jews of the world commanding them
to return to palestine where they should prepare to receive
their messiah 3

from then until now mormonscormons have often interpreted
events in jewish history as signals that the times of the gent-

iles were drawing to a close and that a mass conversion of
jews to mormonism loomed on the horizon official actions
of the church hierarchy however have traditionally been
limited to offering prayers and dedicating palestine suggest-
ing that the formalformat termination of the period for gentiles to

doctrine and covenants 109606410960 64
ldereldereiderider hyde transcribed the prayer delivered on october 24 1841 and

mailed it to orson pratt in liverpool the letter is reprinted in joseph smith
jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
deseret news press 1949 vol 4 ppap 457458457 458

proclamation of the twelve apostles millennial star vol 6 october
15 1845 p 136 for a more exhaustive survey of LDS zionism see eldin
ricks zionism and the mormon church herzl year book vol 5 1963 ppap
147174147 174
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hear the gospel still remainsremains in the future nevertheless
efforts have occasionally been made by individual church mem-
bers and leaders to take the message of mormonism to persons
of jewish heritage the purpose of this paper isis to trace these
unofficial proselyting endeavors from 1836 until 1965

FIRST PREACHING TO A JEW
perhaps the first attempt to preach mormonism to a jew

occurred in 1836 when joseph smith spoke of his religious ex-
periencesperiences to joshua seixas a hebrew scholar whom the
brethren had engaged to instruct at their school of the

prophets inin kirtland seixas listened cordially but despite the
mormon prophet s prediction that he would eventually em-
brace the new and everlasting covenant 4 the jewish scholar
did not prove to be fertile ground for the restored faith nor
did the jewish christian minister whom orson hyde visited inin
trieste while en route to palestine inin 1840 I1 called upon
him to be baptized for the remissionremission of his sins wrote the
apostle yet the experience only convinced elder hyde that

there isis more hope of those jews receiving the fullness of
the gospel whose minds have never been poisoned by the
bane of modern sectarianism 15

after the death of joseph smith inin 1844 subsequent mor-
mon leaders during the nineteenth century showed little interest
in discussing their religion with jews brighambnghambangham young perhaps
as a result of his belief that jews were suffering under divine
justice 0 felt that such missionary work would be inin vainvalnvainvaln until
the second coming on one occasion he even declared that
alexander neibaur mormonism s first jewish proselyte 7 was
not really of jewish descent because no real jew could believe
in jesus the fact that neibaur accepted christ was conclusive
proof to brigham that neibaur was no jew this attitude pre-
vailed through john taylor to wilford woodruff consequent-
ly no overtures were made by mormonscormons to jews during the r-

etchmch 239725972 97
loidibidlord 449749844974 497 498
see journjoin1060fourn mlil of discourses 12279279
despite a popular LDS mthmyth orson hyde was most likely not jewish

neibaur 180818831808 18851883 a german jew and already a christian before encounter
ing mormonism was baptized in 1838 his daughter jessica Nelneineibaurbaur married
charles W nibley see susa young gates alexander Nelneineibaurbaur utah genealegenealo
cicalgical and historical magazine vol 9 april 1914 ppap 53635563556553 63
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mainderbainder of the century in 1872 george A smith was sent to
rededicate palestine for the jewish return but like the earlier
mission of orson hyde this second journey was concerned with
the gatheringlathering rather than with the conversion of judah upon
his return moreover george A smith declared that there is

no infidel on the face of the earth who can disbelieve the mis-
sion of the savior more than they do 8

UTAH JEWISH communities
it is understandable that the customarily convert minded

saints failed to proselytize a growing jewish community in their
own back yard by 1876 there were congregations of jews in
salt lake city ogden corinne bingham provo and even
nephi which were on fairly amiable terms with their mormon
neighbors 9 their mormon neighbors however made no recog-
nizable attempt to proselytize them similarly the LDS near
eastern mission established in 1884 concentrated primarily
on armeniansArmenians and europeans almost completely ignoring the
palestinian jewish settlements the jewish and christian
colonies of palestine reported european mission president
joseph M tanner in 1886 with one exception do not inspire
one with much hope of their conversion 10 one missionary
laboring in haifa don C musser did mention inin 1892 that
he expected to baptize a jewish convert 11 but the result was
never confirmed

the only event during the first century of mormonism
which can possibly be construed as an indication that the saints
might have been preparing to proselytize jews occurred in 1888

during that year after an intense study of the new testament
rabbi edward joseph isaacson accepted jesus was expelled
from his congregation in germany and subsequently became
converted to mormonism within a few months apparently
motivated by no more than the zeal of a new convert he had
completely translated the book of mormon into yiddish had
it been published the translation might have enabled many
european and palestinian jews to read the keystone book of

journal of discourses 1696
in 1865 utah jews celebrated rosh fashanahashana on temple square the corner-

stone for salt lake s synagogue wasvas laid inin 1903 by joseph F smith and
utah in 1917 became the second state of the union to elect a jewish governor

w dmllennialmillennial star vol 48 may 31 1886 p 351551
see the deseret weekly january 14 1893
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mormonism in 1890 however isaacson left utah in disrepute
and his handwritten manuscript has remained almost unnoticed
in the church historian s office

in 1902 palestine was dedicated a third time by apostle
francis M lyman and a fourth time in 1921 by apostle james
E talmage these rededicationsdedicationsre demonstrate the continuing
LDS interest in the jewish return while reactions to intermittent
world events during that period indicate a modified attitude
toward the possibility of jewish proselyting in 1917 on the
heels of the famous balfour declaration british general ed-
mund H allenby captured jerusalem for the allies of world
war 1I no people on earth responded a daughter of brig-
ham young with the exception of the jews themselves have
more cause for rejoicing and see more clearly the hand of the
lord in the redemption of jerusalem from the oppression of the
gentile turk than do the latter day saints 11212 heber J grant
well known for speaking out against antisemitismanti semitism and not so
well known for being a booster of the jewish national fund 13

acknowledged that one of the benefits of the great and terrible
world war through which the nations of the earth have re-
cently passed will be the opportunity for the jews to return to
the land of their fathers 14 and joseph F smith reacted to
allenby s redemption of jerusalem by writing it strikes
me that the hour is nigh I1 believe that the times of the gentiles
will surely be fulfilled and the light will break forth among
the jews 15 the changing times and the new emphasis encour-
aged a few attempts to take the mormon gospel to persons of
jewish decent

BOOK OF MORMON translated INTO HEBREW

about 1922 another jewish convert to mormonism herman
miller completed a translation of the book of mormon into
hebrew although evaluated as adequate 10 the hebrew transla-
tion like its yiddish predecessor was never published and at
present the manuscript even appears to be lost since at that

susa young gates the return of the jews relief society magazine
vol 5 august 1918 ppap 469470469 470

see the improvement era vol 23 september 1920 p 1040
ibid vol 2523 february 1920 p 285

5joseph5josephajoseph F smith gathering of latter day saints and of hebrews
Liabona the elders journal vol 15 january 1918 p 469

see letter from josiah Hhirkmanhickmanckmanackman to joseph F smith in sidney B sperry
our book of mormon salt lake city stevens & wallis 1947 ppap 3335335553555555553533 5535
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time no significant body of jews spoke hebrew such a rendi-
tion of the book of mormon then would have had no practical
value anyway although it could be of infinite worth to con-
temporary LDS scholars inasmuch as a hebrew book of mor-
mon may presently be desired

in may of 1922 brigham H roberts was called to serve as
president of the eastern states mission of the church with
headquarters in new york city there the missionary historian
became acquainted with abraham silverstein a christian jew
who edited a monthly publication entitled the redeemed
hebrew the november 1925 edition of the paper included
a letter which set forth a canadian rabbi s reasons for denying
to jesus the title of the jewish messiah in the same issue sil-
verstein editorially invited christian ministers to refute the
rabbi who had signed his name rasha B H roberts com-
posed three replies to rasha the jew which were published
in successive issues of the redeemed hebrew roberts initial
treatise attempts to establish that there exists a plurality of
gods and that the new testament jesus was an incarnation of
the old testament jehovah his second article reviews mes-
sianic prophecies while the third introduces the new testimony
for jesus contained in the book of mormon in 1932 the three
articles were supplemented by additional material and published
as a book entitled rasha the jew under roberts and his suc-
cessorscessors henry H rolapp and james H moyle eastern states
missionaries distributed the three papers as a proselyting tract
but although a few exciting prospects were reported during
the 192619351926 1935 period no jews became mormonscormons as a result of
the literary appeal the significance of this episode was pri-
marily a historic one an LDS leader had for the first time
undertaken to proselytize a jewish community by composing
an exposition of the mormon gospel especially for jews

in the near eastern mission post world war I1 proselyting
also reached a few jewish settlers mrs joseph W booth
widow of the mission president who died at haifa in 1929 re-
ported upon her return to salt lake city that jews frequently
visited her home and that a few of them had joined the mormon
church she qualified however that most of the missionary
work was done among the syrians and armeniansArmen ians at1t17 in

no author listed jews accepting christ by thousands liahona the
eiderselderseideleldert oenaljournalomnal vol 30 1932 p 17
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1933 apostle john A widstoe visited the holy land where
he performed the fifth dedication of palestine for the return of
the jews and installed as the local mission president badwagenbadwaganBadwagen
piranian an armenian raised in switzerland apostle widtsoe
confided his intent to have the book of mormon translated into
hebrewhebrew1818 and instructed the new mission leader to proselytize
the jewish population piranian tried for over two years and
although there are indications that he was initially encouraged
in the endeavor 19 he gradually became convinced that it was
impossible to convert jews mission headquarters were subse-
quently relocated in beirut and except for a brief attempt to
reach the lebanese jewish community by a young jewish mor-
mon albert ostraff no more attempts were made before the
mission was disbanded in 1950 two years before that however
another portentous event had taken place in the holy land
giving rise to the largest LDS proselyting program to the jews

ISRAEL BECOMES STATE

in may 1948 decades of zionist dreams and effort cul-
minated in the birth of israel a modern republic recreated on
the soil of an ancient kingdom pious jews everywhere hailed
the event as a miracle and quoted passages from their beloved
torah which predicted a homecoming for the dispersed of
judah no less excited were the latter day saints many of
whom viewed the jewish state s formation as a key event in
god s plan for the latter days on may 14 1948 recalled
joseph fielding smith england withdrew and the republic of
israel came into existence this is a very significant event which
we must not forget 20 ezra taft benson testified that in ful-
fillmentfillment of these ancient prophecies a great drama is being
enacted in palestine the jews are returning as one of the
events of the last days 221 and arthur V watkins mormon
senator from utah wrote israel as an independent nation

john A widtsoewldtsoeWidtsoe in a sunlit land salt lake city deseret news press
1952 p 201 this intended translation was most likely never made

in the neafnearneeti easthaiteditedir mission historyhzstof church historian s office under
date of july 24 1935193319551953 piranian recorded inin hlhiss swiss dialect that variousanous jews
were showing a genuine interest inin mormonism and were desirous of leading
the book of mormon die juden haben tatsaechlich intereseinterestIn terese fur das volk
ephraim verschiedeneveischiedene haben das buch mormon zumzurn lehsendehsen gewuenscht

joseph fielding smith dowDoadoarinesdoctnnestinesrines of Sasallsaillvalioncation salt lake city book-
craft 1954 vol 3 p 261

conference reports 120a april 8 1950 ppap 717971 79
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is an established fact and must be accepted no one believing in
the prophecies of god would contend otherwise 22

it wasngasn t long before a few eager saints began to conclude
that the day had at last arrived when the process of teaching
the gospel should be directed away from the gentiles back to
the lineage of israel it is my sincere prayer confided BYU
instructor lynn M hilton who had earlier attempted to form
an organization to prepare mormonscormons for jewish proselyting
11 that we will not be as reluctant to take the gospel from the
gentiles and give it to israel as peter was reluctant to do the
converse in the meridian of time 23 it would seem to me
suggested apostle legrand richards in 1954 that the times
of thegentilesthe gentiles are now fulfilled to the point where we should
carry the message to this chosen branch of the house of
israel 224 later in a general conference elder richards en-
couragedcou raged 1 I have in my heart a feeling that it will not be long
until the presidency of the church will feel to open up mission-
ary work among these people 12525

perhaps in anticipation of such proselyting elder richards
had compiled some information on both jewry and mormon-
dom arranging it so as to impress the former with the latter s

theology in 1954 he published his compilation as israel do
you know whose thesis suggests that the ephraimite saints
currently administer the redeeming knowledge possessed an-
ciently by their jewish cousins the gospel was restored in
these latter days to the seed of joseph he explained and they
have the responsibility of carrying it to the jews 226 although
the other general authorities were evidently reluctant to call
a halt to the times of the gentiles they agreedtoagreed to let elder
richards set up experimental jewish missions in a few areas

JEWISH MISSION IN SOUTHERN california
the largest jewish mission by far developed in southern

california where john M russon president of the los angeles
22arthur22arthur V watkins when applied christianity comes to palestine

the instructor vol 44 november 1959 ppap 358359358 359
2lynnalynnlynn M hilton the jews A promised people provo BYU extension

publications 1958 p 62
2legrandlegrand richards the dawning of israels day provo BYU extension

publpublicationsicationsIcat ionslons 1954 p 9
25 legrand richards the word of god will stand the improvement

era vol 57 june 1954 p 405
richards the dawning of israels day p 6
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stake agreed in 1955 to oversee the specialized proselyting
effort russon delegated the time consuming aspects of it how-
ever to J leland anderson whom he appointed coordinator
of the jewish mission anderson s assistant was jerome horo-
witz a young jewish mormon attorney who was persuaded to
move to los angeles from ogden utah apostle richards
anxious for success suggested to anderson that the best
missionary with the jews that I1 know of in the church is rose
marie reid so I1 am sure it would be well to call her to
assist in this work 27

born into a canadian lalatterlatiertier day saint family rose marie
nee yancey reid accepted her father s prediction that the

jews would return to jerusalem during her generation follow-
ing the death of her husband the young designer moved to
losangeles where the swim suit firm bearing her name became
prominent in the jewish dominated textile industry desirous
of teaching her religion to business associates she outlined a
monologue for explaining mormonism to jews when legrand
richards became acquainted with mrs reid in 1954 he en-
couragedcouraged her to author a pamphlet as an introduction to his
israel do you knowknow26 and to write down her lesson plan
for jewish investigators of mormonism the manuscript of her
suggested plan for teaching the gospel to the jewish people
became available to missionaries in march 1956 but due to
a thorough review by the church missionary committee was
not published until july 1958 29 despite mrs reid s insistence
to the contrary her suggested plan was never really authorized
by the LDS hierarchy 1 I doubt if the church will want to
adopt it as a recommended church program explained le-
grand richards inin april 1956 1 I1 think I1 can get the committee

letter from legrand richards to J leland anderson october 1 1955IPS
inin los angeles stake center 1209 S manhattan place los angeles cali-
fornia file under jewish mission subsequent citations from this file will
be designated los angeles stake file

the pamphlet attention israel apnp 1954 is a dialogue between mrs
reid and eugene an agnostic jewish student who recently graduated from
columbia university mrs reid leads eugene and the reader through a discus-
sion of old testament history avoiding the question of jesus and emphasizing
the idea of jewish mormon kinship through the tribes of israel

thehe published lesson plan which includes two volumes of visual aids
was printed in salt lake city by the deseret news press mrs reid combined
the dialogue of her first lesson with thirty pages of suggestions for approach-
ing jews and printed it separately as dos and bontsdonts before teaching the
jewish people apnp nd also with the help of professional photographer
robert perineferine some progress was made on a plan to develop filmstrip presenta-
tions of each lesson
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to approve of it to be issued under her name and then let it
serve as useful a purpose as it can for the missionaries who
desire to use it 30 although the lesson material was hailed by
a majority of mrs reid s cohorts as a thorough guide for
teaching mormonism to jews a few felt it to be a bit compli-
cated and complained that those lacking mrs reid s dynamic
personality would have difficulty using it effectively the ob-
jections of one delegation of missionaries from inglewoodginglewoodInglewood
stake led them to write their own lesson plan31planpian and to form a
jewish district within their own stake mission in the regular

interstakeinterstateinterstake jewish mission however rose marie reid was put
in charge of preliminary training of missionaries most of
whom had implicit faith in her

in january 1956 the jewish mission officials met with
some delegates from the conference of jewish women s or-
ganizations who were touring the LDS los angeles temple
and presented to them the message of mormonism the women
were polite but none of them became serious investigators of
the latter day saint church apart from this instance the los
angeles jewish mission did little real proselyting before 1957
J leland anderson resigned as coordinator in august 1956
but apostle richards had in the meanwhile organized jewish
missions in other areas

UTAH JEWISH MISSIONS

in salt lake city wilford stake president george Z
aposhian agreed to supervise the jewish mission and high
councilman sherman young took charge of proselyting the
group of ten to twelve mmissionaries used a 1951 united jewish
council jewish population census for salt lake inin order to
discover prospects we will contact every jewish family
promised sherman young and they will all have an oppor-
tunity to hear the gospel or know that we have a friendly inter-
est in them 1132111232 over a three year period the gospel was heard

letter from legrand richards to john M russon april 20 1956 los
angeles stake file

this dittoeddittied lesson plan A systematic prograisplogiamprograinPloPr glamgiamograin for teaching the gospel
to the jewish people was written inin 1957 by albert P ostraff and farrelparrel T
Mmilesileslies ususinging according to miles the principle of testimony and simplicity
and no effort was necessarily made to avoid the mention of christ

2 sherman young memorandum to president aposhian january 1957
contained inin file under jejehashjshvish mission recently transferred from the wilford
stake center to the church historian s office
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by more than three hundred salt lake valley jews several of
whom attended LDS meetings but none of whom converted to
mormonism the salt lake missionaries however spent much
of their ilmetimetime with latter day saint groups explaining the
jewish mormon kinship and combattingcombatting antisemitismanti semitism among
their own people 33

in ogden utah missionary work to jews was made a part
of the east ogden stake mission stake president scott B
price delegated to bruce gibb serving in 1955 as a counselor
in the stake mission presidency the task of supervising the
effort gibb composed his own set of thirteen lessons for pre-
senting mormonism to jews and with a ten man missionary
force he set out to contact ogden s fifty odd jewish families
twenty of these were visited regularly gibb approximated and
two jewish men were converted to the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints

in san francisco former bishop R john cummings and
william fred grow were the sole participants in the jewish
mission they contacted their own business and social acquain-
tances who were jewish telling them that mormonscormons were
fellow israelites since jews consider the terms jews israelites
and hebrews to be synonymous confided cummings such
a statement requires an explanation 34 fred grow estimated

primarily because of external influences eg political affiliations or
busbusinessness and social contacts some mormonscormons reflect negative secular attitudes
toward jews however inin a paper presented to the american sociological
association inin san francisco august 31 1967 dr armand L mauss of utah
state university explained that inasmuch as they identify themselves with jews
as israelites mormonscormons are much less apt to exhibit antisemiticanti semitic attitudes or
practices than are members of other christian denominations dr mauss also
found that unlike other christians who tend to become more antisemiticanti semitic as
they become more orthodox mormonscormons tend to be less so sincesince orthodox
latter day saints would be more likely to subscribe to the doctrine of semitic
identification and although there isis a tendency for mormonscormons to believe that
the historic jew has been punished for backslidingbacksliding dr mauss contended
that the mormon theological outlook isis not nearly so much concerned with
recriminations for past misdeeds as it isis with the future redemption under
scoring his of all israelite peoples and their establishment inin historic home
lands if anyone can expect the wrath of god for their wickedness it isis not the
jews but rather the gentiles who have rejected the jewish scriptures and
persecuted the jews the official teachings of the mormon church not onlyoni
take a sympathetic theological stance toward jews but also imply that anti-
semitic behavior isis tantamount to fighting against god dr mauss has
submitted his paper for publication in an academic journal and isis presently
awaiting the editorial decision despite this general tendency however the
little anti jewish sentiment that does exist among mormonscormons continues to be
embarrassing for both theological and humanistic reasons

letter from R john cummings to author january 11 1967
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that thirty jewish persons were taught the basics of mormon-
ism by himself and mr cummings two of whom joined the
latter day saint church

portland oregon stake president C carlile carleson
pursuant to a request by legrand richards delegated the task
of supervising jewish missionary work to L A west a former
member of the stake presidency west and his seven companions
obtained contacts by going from door to door in jewish neigh-
borhoodsborhoods and using bruce gibb s lesson plan managed to
convert a jewish father and son before president carleson halted
the effort in 1957 there was a change of attitude on the part
of the stake presidency said west who thought it best to let
the regularly appointed stake missionaries continue the work
As far as I1 know no further activity was concentrated on the

113535jews
while apostle richards organized his jewish missions in

the west the LDS stakes in new york and washington DC
launched similar movements in new york city a pair of
jewish mormonscormons were commissioned by stake authorities to
approach the jewish community one of these dr irving H
cohen authored an eighty two page pamphlet entitled jews of
the torah 1957 and 1963 which attempts to demonstrate that
modern jewry has deviated from its old testament prototype
and that jesus was indeed the jewish messiah dr cohen and
albert solomon employed the booklet as their guide for ex-
plainingplaining mormonism to jews and as the introductory reading
material for jewish investigators cohen whose special mission
ended in 1962 has been influencialinfluential in the conversions of
several jewish persons to mormonism

in 1956 LDS authorities in washington DC assigned two
stake missionaries to work exclusively with jews artel ricks
and alden evans after composing their nine lesson washing-
ton stake plan for teaching the gospel to the jewish people
delivered their message over a three year period to approxi-
mately fifty jewish persons one of whom became a mormon

most of them wanted to join the church said mr ricks but
were prevented from taking the step because of family pres-
sures 36

letter from L A west to author february 5 1967

letter from artel ricks to author december 4 1966
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back in los angeles in august 1956 john russon ap-
pointed former stake president leo J muir to replace J leland
anderson as coordinator of the jewish mission muir and
jerome horowitz outlined a program of weekly meetings where
more than a hundred missionaries met to study rose marie
reid s lesson plan and to learn techniques for proselyting jews
some of the most important axioms were avoid mentioning
jesus at the outset say jewish rather than jew discourage
premature church attendance by jewish contacts lest the con-
gregationgregation sing onward christian soldiers prevent jewish
investigators from reading the book of mormon too soon
emphasize that mormonscormons are israelites and tell jewish people
that latter day saints have always supported zionist aspirations
in israel the missionaries were urged to contact jewish persons
through a variety of methods a roster was compiled of mor
mons married to jews a list of jewish visitors to the mormonmornion
temple was obtained LDS church members were asked to
supply the names and addresses of jewish acquaintances and
missionaries were instructed to visit synagogues or jewish ser-
vice organizations and to go from door to door in jewish neigh-
borhoodsbo during 1957 and 1958 mormon missionaries to
the jewish people in southern california spent over 10000
hours proselyting delivered in jewish homes oveoverr 1200 lessons
and converted to their faith about thirty jewish persons

JEWISH MISSIONS DISBANDED

in march 1959 the LDS first presidency directed that
henceforth all proselyting efeffortsfortsgorts to jews should be channelled
through existing stake missionary organizations thus discon-
tinuing the experimental jewish missions the directive sug-
gested that each stake might assign two missionaries to pre-
pare themselves to teach jews should they be discovered in
the normal course of proselyting 13737 but only a couple of stakes
did this and these for just a very short time then in order
to arrive at a unity of the faith with regard to the numerous

lesson plans for teaching mormonism to jews which had
cropped up during the era of the jewish missions the mission

the directive RE missionary work among the jews was sent march
2 1959 from the office of the first presidency to presidents of stakes and
stake mission presidents it was reprinted in the california intermountain
news a weekly for southern california mormonscormonsMormons on april 2 1959
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ary committee selected four members of the brigham young
university college of religious instruction faculty to review
the extant literature eldin ricks daniel H ludlow ellis T
rasmussen and sidney B sperry analyzed the works of eugene
hilton irving H cohen bruce gibb rose marie reid and
artel ricks but rather than merely recommending one of the
five they determined to write their own set of lessons alt-
hough these authors felt handicapped because they lacked
direct association with jewish people they nevertheless pos-
sessed a keen understanding of hebraic scripture and tradition
and their material will likely serve as the basis for instruction
when the mormonscormons decide to proselytize the jews in earnest alt-
hough the first presidency s directive formally ended all jewish
missions the southern california organization in march 1959
was something quite different from what it had set out to be
in august 1955

the jewish mission leaders became convinced by mid 1958195 8
that a few of their converts were not being warmly received
into mormon congregations jerome horowitz prepared lec-
tures to inform missionaries about jewish religious beliefs and
rose marie reid after proposing that all jewish mormonscormons
attend the same congregation authored a suggested handbook
for use by the integration committee inin the LDS church36church36

a chapter of which itemized the special problems of jewish con-
verts to mormonism eventually however the search for a
method of enabling mormonscormons to understand and to befriend
jews led to san bernardino california where an LDS civic
leader had already developed his answer to the same problem
his answer was a more subtle kind of proselyting which in
many respects was not proselyting at all

in 1958 san bernardino stake mission president ken dyaldyal39
pondered a request to organize a mission to the jews rather
than conduct bona fide missionary work however he initiated
a course of study to instruct mormonscormons in the history of ancient
and modern judaism aided by his two counselors charles
spurrier and george barnes dyal presented his series of nine
lessons several times in the san bernardino area As part of the

los angeles printed on the california intermountain news press 1958
by 1958 kenneth W dyal had served for several years as manager of

san bernardino s famous orange show in 1964 he was elected to congress
as a representative D from california s thirty third district
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instruction moreover his pupils visited friday evening ser-
vices in local temples or synagogues sent greeting cards to
jewish acquaintances on rosh hashanafashanaHashana sponsored a troupe of
LDS girls who learned and then performed israeli folk dances
and set up a fund to establish an orson hyde forest in the
holy land dyal s goal was to lead latter day saints toward an
understanding of judaism and a genuine friendship for jewish
people delaying missionary work until there developed an
adequate basis one or two jewish friends who know that a
mormon acquaintance is willing to stand up and reprove the
name caller he contended will do more for the eventual
willingness of these people to hear our message than a thousand
out punching doorbellsdoorbells 0 40O

in october 1958 charles spurrier spoke these sentiments
to the los angeles jewish mission and in december ken
dyal communicated them by letter to ned redding by then
prominent in the interstakeinterstateinterstake movement through these and other
contacts the los angeles jewish mission in january 1959 was
converted into the understanding israel program the re-
organized movement was governed by a coordinating council
comprising jerome horowitz ken dyal rose marie reid ned
redding harry howard albert ostraff and janell warner
and was advised by john russon and wayne A reeves
presidents of the los angeles and san bernardino stakes
respectively this new program russon explained super-
sedes all other activity among the jewish people 41 the under-
standing israel program launched an effort to teach dyal s

lessons to representatives of southern california wards who
would after the end of the course return and enlighten their
own congregations then once the saints were thoroughly en
doctrinated the jewish mission could pursue its original goals
with greaterboreatercreater success but before the initalanital phase was even com-
pleted the first presidency s directive also discontinued this
venture in jewish friendship the idea of understanding israel
however was later revived on a more youthful and grandiose
scale

letter from ken dyal to ned redding december 12 1958 los angeles
stake file

calrcairciljfomjacall fornia intermountain news january 22 1959
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THE YOVAIL DANCERS

in 1960 mrs mildred handy was called by her bishop in
san diego california to teach a series of lessons for adults
in the mutual improvement association MIA recalling her
contact with ken dyal and using his material mrs handy
outlined a course of study on the house of israel later she
composed her own set of thirty lessons which she employed in
subsequent understanding israel classes mrs handy s con-
tributiontribution to dyal s idea was an increased association of jews
with mormonscormonsMormons brought about via programs of drama dance
and cultural exchange 1 I wanted to develop a learning pro-
gram she later wrote that would go beyond mere theoretical
study and provide a real understanding through literal experi-
ence 4212 her main vehicle in accomplishing this was a folk
dance group christened the yovailnovail dancers which was
transplanted from san diego to los angeles when mrs handy
became adult study leader in the pasadena stake MIA her
principal duty was the supervision of understanding israel
classes in the various wards but her consuming interest was
the yovailnovail dancers the group grew to include over sixty LDS
teenagersteen agers who learned then performed traditional jewish and
israeli folk songs and dances by linking biblical ghetto and
modern steps with an explanatory narrative mrs handy told
the jewish story from ancient to contemporary times she called
the presentation fire of israel and her dancers displayed it
before jewish spectators at the westside jewish community
center the shrine auditorium the pasadena civic auditorium
and during the summer of 1964 in jerusalem tel aviv beer
sheba zurich and paris in jerusalem the LDS dancers re-
ceived the pilgrim s medal from the israeli government and
inin beer sheba clifford 1I cummings of the pasadena stake
presidency was invited to explain mormonism to the audience
although direct proselyting was not a part of their itinerary the
young dancers conceived of their activity as having missionary
value mrs handy felt that the manifestation of mormon
interest inin jewish culture along with the mingling of the two
peoples would generate a climate of mutual understanding a
prerequisite for successful missionary work following the tour
of israel inin 1964 the yovailnovail dance group was disbanded by

12mmildredildred handy the novailyovailyovall story provo ditto copies 1965 p 32
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pasadena stake leaders who evidently feared that the mush-
room activity might conflict with existing church programs for
youth

since 1964 there seems to have been a dirth of attempts
organized by mormonscormons either to convert jews or to win their
friendship although there have undoubtedly been some which
have escaped the author s attention likewise there have likely
been other instances prior to 1964 wherein latter day saints
individually or collectively have tried to get their jewish
cousins to see the light those cited above however appear to
be the major ones and they serve as an adequate basis for the
following conclusion the mormon church has neither officially
nor onaon a large scale undertaken to carry its message to the jew-
ish people the sporadic endeavors hitherto attempted have
largely been initiated by individual church members and while
most have been tolerated none have been encouraged by the
church leaders for their part the brethren apparently feel
that the times of the gentiles are lingering on and thus
additional time will be required to turn the hearts of the
jews unto the prophets and the prophets unto the jews 43

doctrine and covenants 9817



saint exuperyexupero and leie cuite du passe

BERTRAND LOGAN BALL JR

the civilization that saintsalnisaini exup6ryexuperyexupero lauds in girGitCitcirclrritadellegitadellecitadelleadelieadelleadeile is
ideal but it is inspired in part by traditional civilizations with
which he was familiar having been born in an aristocratic
family that could trace its ancestry back to the crusades he
admired the christian civilization which flourished in western
europe during the middle ages at that time religion oriented
all human activities and gave coherence to society and human
relationships man was not conceived as an end in himself
but rather as the image of a principle infinitely more elevated
and universal his character and inner being were developed
much more than in the materialistically oriented democracies
of the twentieth century modern mechanized civilization is a
disaster because the individual is deprived of the conceptual
culture of the past machines have changed the individual too
fast for him to be able to develop new concepts that harmonize
with his new mode of living catCargarnetsnersnets p 118 social equality
is not found in nature the strongest and the most intelligent
reign among animals and men cafCargarnetsnets ppap 646564 65 A great
civilization is built upon what is demanded of men not what
is furnished for them to serve another as the medieval ser-
vant served his feudal lord isis not humiliating when considered
as a normal social process catCargarnetsnersnets p 67 As they emulate
them the common people grow to be like their aristocratic
leaders cafgarnetsCarnersnets ppap 198199198 199

AN IDEAL civilization
in CitGitgifcifcitadellegitadelleritadelleadelle saintsainisalni exup6ryexuperyexupero describes an ideal civilization

that resembles medieval christian civilization in certain impor-
tant aspects all activity that leads to spiritual growth implies
resistance to natural material tendencies the individual ex-
changes himself for something greater and rises to a higher
spiritual level he discovers new spiritual relationships between

dr ball associate professor of french at brigham young universityUnhersity isis the
author of A dictionary of frencafrench verbal expressions 1964 as well asa

articles in the french review and BYU studies
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disparate objects and facts he finds a new meaning to life a
sens des choseschases an ideal civilization is composed of indi-

viduals who collaborate and sacrifice for permanence and
order in the process of exchanging themselves for higher
spiritual values they become action is of value in becoming
thought alone is not enough

A sens des choseschases is related to objects which exist con-
temporaneously whereas a sens du temps connects objects
which exist and events with occur inin temporal sequence cus-
toms traditions and rituals passed on from one generation to
the next produce stability and direction the leader of a civiliza-
tion gives arbitrary direction to his subjects by imposing upon
them prescribed ways of doing things called ceremonials man
has no meaning except in the context of ceremonials he is but
a transitory vehicle in contrast to civilization itself that whichwhiehchieh
endures through time the most satisfying life is found in
cultivating the soil and adjusting to the four seasons social
life is fullest when tied to the events of the family birth
marriage and death the family is the fundamental social unit
the father should have authority over his children and be held
accountable for their actions he not only bequeathsbequeathes material
possessions to his sons but he passes on to them the culture of
the past A mother may also fulfill this role in terre des
hommes the author recounts visiting a peasant woman on her
deathbed surrounded by her three sons her face had hard
lines but was peaceful her lips were tightly drawn her sons
had inherited her physical features but more important they
had received from her hands a spiritual heritage that went
back many generations traditions concepts and myths in the
same literary work saint exup6ryexuperyexupero again observed the richness
of the past when he visited a dilapidated country house near
concordia argentina the dwelling was thick and massive like
a citadel it offered the peace of a monastmonasteryerv its occupants had
a respect for the past and would not remodelremodel the building the
attic was undoubtedly rich in old letters coins and keys two
girls with a grave expression met the author at the door he
observed that they lived close to the natural world and reacted
with great sensitivity to plants and animals they reigned over
a group of pets including snakes with rare intuition le petit
prince also lived close to nature and understood it intuitively
he communicated with the rose the fox and the serpent
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THE OLD LIFE

bernis genevievegenevive and the narrator of cornercorrier sud played
together as children in an old chateau whose walls were
crumbling a symbol of the richness of time generations had
lived the same kind of life in that chateau the peasants were
still tilling the soil life was made up of seasons vacations
marriages and deaths their traditions protected the people
from time the great enemy aeie1e cuite du passe was firmly
engrained in them on a moonlit night looking out the window
of the chateau genevievegenevigve listened intently to the sounds of
nature she communicated with each tree and blade of grass
she made pacts with the trees and the animals she seemed
eternal because she had such a close relationship with the
natural world and the four seasons the old furniture and art
objects that surrounded her gave meaning to her existence for
they tied her to the past and the family traditions without
them her life was empty

in addition to praising the traditions associated with those
who till the soil and live close to nature saintsainisalni exup6ryexuperyexupero also
praises the dedicated artist intent upon creating beauty the
skilled craftsman of previous centuries was willing to sacrifice
himself to produce a porcelain cup but the factory worker of
today would never become personally involved with what he
produces on the assembly line cafcofbarnetscarnetscornetsCarCornets p 43 the artist of
today must expend great effort and devote long hours to pro-
duce a work of beauty just as did the artist of the past the
masses will not appreciate his toil he must rely as formerly
upon a wealthy patron to support him cafcofbarnetscarnetscornetsCarCor netynetsnery ppap 205206205 206

responsible authoritarianism BEST

responsible authoritarianism is the most beneficial form
of government the leader must aspire to the ennoblement
of his people and be capable of constraining them he must
possess the qualities of the patriarch of a large family men
should be organized into a hierarchy with mutual dependence
and responsibility individuals should feel themselves integral
parts of the greater whole all people would be equal since
all would have a common measure in god the ultimate in a
scale of values but all would not be identical each one would
develop his talents and abilities through differentiated types of
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work the leader would impose constraints upon his subjects
by forcing them to do their work in a prescribed manner a
ceremonial he would be aiding them to progress to higher
spiritual levels the efficacy of the constraints would be
measured by how well the individuals were molded if the
leader erred in imposing a ceremonial this very error would
be a condition of growth since it would aid in the synthesis of
contradictory elements in a greater whole the failures of
some individuals would be the conditions of success of others
and all would benefit by the success the will of the people
would be identical to that of the leader all personal interest
would blend with the interest of society in impelling his
subjects to action the leader would appeal to their emotions
rather than to reason experience and intuition are to be pre-
ferred to logic and reason in the process of learning by im-
posing a system of constraints upon his people the leader
would be directing them toward god god is conceived as the
highest value in a hierarchy of values the overall purpose or
sense of life iele noeudnobud essentiel d actesaches divers love drayerprayer
silence meditation and work are aspects of exchange as the
individual develops new relationships and sets of values and
rises to higher spiritual levels there are no real contradictions
they appear as such only at levels at which one has not risen
higher in order to absorb them in a larger structure modern
education relies upon gadgets to teach effortlessly and reduces
the child to a machine that absorbs facts and figures in the past
educators strove to inculcate a style and a soul cafCargarnetsnersnets p
119 without religious training human relationships would be
reduced to brute force and blackmail cafCargarnetsnets ppap 757675 76 the
greatness and efficacy of religions are to have established a
spiritual image to guide men catCargarnetsnersnets p 53 modern man s

disinterest in religious concepts has left his spiritual world
bare cafCargarnetsnets p 28 he performs a routine type of work in
a respectable but undistinguished fashion he needs something
resembling a gregorian chant just by listening to a village
song of the fifteenth century one realizes how much civiliza-
tion has degenerated the bonds of love are so lax today that
one does not feel absence as in the past during the middle
ages if a man left his place of residence for a long journey
he left behind a vast complex of habits but today men have
no permanent relationships to people orortoto things they ex
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change frigidairesFrigidaires and wives houses and homes political
parties and religions they can no longer be unfaithful they
have nothing to which they owe true allegiance lettre au
gnjralgeneralgujral X

by turning to the middle ages for part of his inspiration
saintsainisalni exup6ryexuperyexupero created his ideal civilization although he was
not an orthodox catholic he admired the role that the church
had played in giving meaning to human existence he con-
ceived of god as the highest in a scale of values those values
that ennobled men were good regardless of their source to find
the values that could save the spiritual life of twentieth
century men he turned to the past he developed within his
characters ie cuiteculie du passe



fort douglas and the soldiers
of the wasatch A final salute

LYMAN C PEDERSEN JR

in july 1967 orders from secretary of defence robert S

mcnamara to deactivate fort douglas were carried out and
an important as well as colorful period of utah s history came
to a close it had been 105 years earlier with the civil war
fifteen months old that colonel patrick edward connor a
veteran of buena vista during the mexican war assembled
troops of the second and third california volunteers near
stockton california and prepared them for a long march
across the nevada desert the utah column finally lumbered
forward on july 12 1862 the day after henry W halleck
assumed command as general in chief of the united states
army

NAMED FOR STEPHEN A DOUGLAS

while eastern soldiers fought for a second time at bull
run stubbornly repelled lee s invasion of maryland and suf-
fered staggering losses at antietam and sharpsburgSharpsburg the cali-
fornia volunteers stubbornly with many night marches crossed
the parched desert stopping at fort churchill and spending
about a month in the ruby valley on october 18 they crossed
the jordan river with some apprehension and the california
troops proceeded with caution north into the valley of the
saints A suitable location was found on the high benchland
east of the city and on october 26 1862 camp douglas was
officially founded honoring the illinois senator stephen A
douglas whose death had occurred inin chicago the year before
the garrison was permanently established and redesignateddesignatedre
fort douglas inin 1878

few western military posts have exerted a greater influence
upon the society and economy of a sizeable nearby community
than has fort douglas the california soldiers arrived in utah
dr pedersen isis professor of history at grays harbor college inin aberdeen
washington he has published in utah historicalHistonralucal quartQuaitquarterlyeily and mountain men
and the fmfurpur tradetrayetrase
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at an inauspicious time with the last campfirescamp fires of johnston s

army only recently having flickered out the saints had wanted
nothing more than isolation in the fastness of the mountains
yet within fifteen years after their initial arrival in utah two
invading armies had camped in deseret not counting the
deluge of fortune hunters plodding the california trail at
least many of the latter left gold with the saints many of them
much more than they ever found in the bearflagBearflag state

only the most astute could have guessed that the desert
soldiers from california would initiate a transformation in
mormon society and economy surpassed in the nineteenth
century only by the coming of the railroad with its swift pos-
sibilitiessibili ties in areas like mining and immigration and perhaps the
revolution in communication

some mormon leaders predicted the rapid demise and early
departure of the california boys but in the meantime connor
prepared for the duration with months slipping by and no
apparent departure in sight the saints were not long in per-
ceiving that uncle sam s soldiers could contribute in a direct
way to the city s economy particularly when the paymaster
made one of his infrequent visits newspapers of the time re

looking southwest at old camp douglas inin 1868 by courtesy of the
utah state historical society
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cord an infinite variety of inducements for the dollar including
some which presumably attracted no large mormon clientele
like sunday horse races and the often condemned valley tan

the real problem of course was how to separate the soldier
from his money without at the same time absorbing any gentile
influence although the community was enriched by govern-
ment and individual spending during the civil war years
and it was only a beginning the second question that of find-
ing some compatibility escaped any real solution until after the
war

the presence of U S soldiers only a few miles from the
mormon capital which during the war years engendered so
much hostility became in succeeding decades a source of
security as well as an even greater financial boon shocking
reports of mormon girls marrying soldiers in the 1860 s became
less shocking and hardly newsworthy by the 1880 s this was
equally true of the soldier who occasionally became a mormon
convert the large building programs on the post during the
1870s1870s and 1880 s put thousands of dollars into the hands of
local contractors and workmen

INFLUENCE ON COMMUNITY

the influence of fort douglas upon the society and com-
munity life of salt lake city was immensely important the
soldiers perhaps unconsciously and simply by their presence
provided a means of transition for the mormon theocracy to
move from the suspicious and expatriated decade of the 1860 s

to the nationally oriented and optimistic decade of the 1890 s

by the time of the spanish american war utah had genuinely
taken her place among her sister states that transition was
at least made easier by a military garrison which had proved
its basic friendliness and gained mormon confidence differe-
nces that remained were increasingly considered community
problems rather than a conflict between the soldiers and the
mormonscormonsMormons other factors would of course include the passing
of the generation which had suffered persecution in missouri
and illinois only to be invaded by an army in utah and also the
increasing importance of the non mormon in utah

the twentieth century and particularly the world war I1

and world war II11 periods witnessed an even more vast influinflux
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ence upon utah s economy while at the same time the social
influence reached full circle from the rapprochement of the
1880 s and 1890 s fort douglas moved to an absolute and
sentimental comradery with salt lake city by the 1960 s

october editions of local newspapers during those years honor-
ing anniversaries of the founding of the fort bear ample wit-
ness to the place which fort douglas had won in the hearts
of utah citizens one such article appropriately recalling that
old soldiers never die

As the history of the state of wyoming would be incomplete
without including fort laramie and fort bridger so would
a similar study of utah be incomplete without including fort
douglas while fort bridger closed its career with the entrance
of wyoming into statehood in 1890 fort douglas having
served the utah frontier for thirty four years during its ter-
ritorialrit existence continued for seventy one years after state-
hood the old fort unique in many respects has remained one
of the oldest continuously occupied posts west of the mississippi
river during its entire existence it remained an integral part
of the U S military system

in 1853 the old system of numbering military districts and
departments in use since 1813 was replaced by establishing de-
partmentspartments with descriptive names from that year until the out-
break of the civil war there were no military divisions and
each department reported directly to the headquarters of the
army the department of utah was created in january 1858
though during the civil war years camp douglas fell under
the jurisdiction of the department of the pacific during the
summer of 1865 a special district called the district of the
plains was created containing the old districts of utah colo-
rado and nebraska connor having been promoted to brevet
brigadier general was named commander

in 1866 a new organizational structure was developed en-
compassing the continental limits of the united states original-
ly it consisted of two divisions that of the missouri and that
of the pacific with subordinate departments under each and
an additional eight independent departments the latter group
controlled most of the united states east of the mississippi
river with some adjustments this system prevailed until the
1890 s the division of the missouri contained the depart
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ments of arkansas the missouri the platte of which fort
douglas was a member and dakota

in 1891 the divisions of the atlantic the pacific and the
missouri were discontinued and eight military departments were
retained one of these was the department of the platte which
included iowa nebraska colorado south dakota south of the
44th parallel wyoming except fort yellowstone idaho east
of a line formed by the extension of the western boundary of
utah to the northeastern boundary of idaho and the utah
territory two years later the department of colorado was
created which included colorado and the territories of arizona
new mexico and utah thus in 1893 fort douglas long asso-
ciation with the department of the platte was finally termi-
nated

SOLDIERS ARRIVE IN 1862

connor s announced purpose for his arrival in utah in
1862 was to guard the overland mail route but in addition to
this the government hoped to keep a watchful eye on the mor
mons whose loyalty was under some suspicion the territory of
utah was in a key position on the overland mail route and its
secession would have meant a dangerous separation between
the east and the west as well as a costly outlay of money and
manpower to reroute the telegraph mail and stage lines in
viewview of the recent occupation of and departure from utah of
US troops and of the possibility of preserving polygamy by
uniting with the departed south it was not beyond comprehen-
sion that the mormonscormons might follow the south out of the
union 1 despite brigham young s message of loyalty in 1861

upon the completion of the telegraph 2 some doubts were enter-
tained about the mormon leader s intentions

the civil war years mark the most bitter period of strained
relations between the soldiers on the wasatch bench and the
mormon citizens and leaders in salt lake city the situation
was explosive and dangerous with both sides guilty of creating
misunderstandings fortunately both brigham young and pat-
rick connor seeing the strength as well as the weakness in each

for southern bids to utah for support see orson F whitney history of
utah salt lake city george Q cannon & sons 1892941892 94 p 9593

andrew neff history of riihutdhuiih salt lake city deseret news press 1940
p 730750
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other usually exercised caution and judgment although verbal
battles occurred with some regularity the saints and the soldiers
restrained themselves from physical violence and while the
mormon kingdom remained intaintactct camp douglas also became
a permanent part of the utah frontier

PUBLISHED CAMP NEWSPAPER

from 1863 to 1867 a camp newspaper the daily union
vedette was published at camp douglas in addition to carry-
ing official military information the paper acted as the voice
of the post it carried news of the civil war announcements of
important visitors to the territory departures and arrivals of
wagon trains and also reported the progress of mining in the
territory articles were often quoted from california the mid-
west and the east an editorial in the first edition of the paper
declared that

we have no ends to serve save the public good and our
country s welfare we have no enemies to punish no preju-
dices to indulge no private griefs to ventilate 3

despite this friendly salutatory the mormon gentile con-
flict was thoroughly aired in the pages of the vedette appro-
priate portions of general conference sermons were often in-
cluded with editorial comment

although the original daily union vedette ceased publica-
tiontion in 1867 during three other short periods of the post s his-
tory it was revived the most recent being from october 1965
to july 1966 it was terminated on the later date through a
lack of funds

during the early years of camp douglas the volunteers
made the initial discoveries of ore bearing deposits inin bingham
canyon and in various other places throughout the territory
and were instrumental in the founding of utah s mining in-
dustriesdustries general connor himself was among the foremost
leaders in this enterprise the mining town of stockton utah
was settled by him being named for his home in california

connor s men explored and surveyed new routes of travel
through southern utah especially to the colorado river in

union vedetteVejetledetle november 20 1863
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anticipation of an expanding trade with california via that
route this colorado scheme adds an exciting and imaginative
part of the history of fort douglas connor pleaded its cause
and soldiers of his command marched to carry the plan out
A feasible wagon road from fort douglas to the head of
navigation on the colorado river was surveyed by captain
george F price in 1864 the enterprise was generally success-
ful but was doomed to oblivion with the coming of the rail-
roads

in addition to exploring these southern routes parties from
the post surveyed parts of southern idaho eastern nevada and
also eastern utah through the strawberry and uinta valleys
and on to denver by way of the berthoud pass

SOLDIERS AND INDIANS
soldiers from camp douglas played a significant role in

various indian campaigns from the 1860 s to the 1880 s being
either directly or indirectly involved in the battle of bear river
the powder river campaigns the black hawk war the sioux
uprising of the 1870 s including the big horn expedition and
many smaller engagements general john gibbon commander
of the post in 1869 and 1870 and leader of the famous black
hat brigade in the civil war was later to be one of the
main participants in the nez perce war of 1877

in fighting indians surveying and exploring and opening
the mining frontier the men from camp douglas established
a number of subsidiary posts these included camp connor
near soda springs idaho fort connor wyoming camp con-
ness in rush valley utah fort cameron near beaver city
utah and fort rawlins near provo utah arthur macarthur
father of general douglas macarthur once served near fort
rawlins during the indian wars fort douglas also main-
tained a very close relationship to forts thornburgh and
duchesne in northeastern utah

CAMP DOUGLAS BECOMES FORT DOUGLAS

the years between 1878 when camp douglas became fort
douglas and 1900 were transitional years and many changes
occurred at the utah post as well as other posts of the west
post improvements included rebuilding almost the entire post
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old fort douglas stables about 1885 by courtesy of the utah state
historical society

during the 1870 s this building program was carried out under
the capable leadership of colonel john E smith who com-
manded the post as well as the fourteenth U S infantry by
the end of this period a new spirit of cooperation had developed
between the military the church and the citizenry during the
1890 s military education was added to the university of utah
curriculum and officers from fort douglas were called upon
to guide the program by the time of the spanish american
war utah national guardsmenguardsmanGuardsmen in contrast to the spirit of
the 1860 s were given full use of fort facilities for training
camps by the turn of the century fort douglas had in fact
become part of utah s heritage and tradition

in addition to chasing indians riding escort duty serving
in mapping exploring and survey parties and repairing wagon
roads utah troops found garrison duty at the post to include
cultivating company gardens attending classes of instruction
with lectures under such titles as the monitor and the mer-
rimac and enduring regularb rifle instruction housekeeping
duties weekly inspections and parades

soldiering inin the 1880 s and 1890 s on the utah frontier
left pleasant memories for men like captain stephen P jocelyn
who was assigned to fort douglas from 1888 to 1891 and
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recorded with camera and journal the life of a soldier inin utah 4

jocelyn was on hand each year for the annual practice march
to strawberry valley the largest maneuver of the year in 1889
jocelyn and men from fort douglasdouotasdouyotasb attended a grandborandgrand review
and parade in the vicinityvicinitdicinitvicinit of fort robinson on the niobraraNiobrara
river major general george crook was present to review the
troops and jocelyn the man from fort douglas recorded the
events of the day saying

general crookrook is inan unpretending person quite the
opposite of general brooke he came off from chicago for
getting to bring his regulation major general s sash of
buff silk and amused us by appearing on parade with a corn
colored affair borrowborrowedcd from mrs worth then his trousers
refused to keep company withwilh his shoe tops and his drawer
strings broke loose altogether he wasws rather a funny spec
tacie galloping down the lines on a strange and not imposing
horse at the head of his staff escort and orderlies number
ing perhaps a hundred but he s one of the best of men and
best of soldiers and universally liked 7

in addition to fighting indian wars men from fort doug-
las were summoned to the front in the spanish american war
and during both world war I1 and world war 11II being a

prisoner of war barracks and a bgeneral hospital were among
the important functions of the post during both of the later
periods such notable units as the fourteenth eighteenth
twenty first twenty fourth and thirty eighth infantry regi-
ments spent extended tours of duty at fort douglas not only
infantry commanders directed the post but also cavalry artil-
lery quartermaster and coastal artillery officers as well A
negro regiment the twenty fourth infantry was serving at the
post when the spanish american war broke out thousands of
salt lake citizens lined the street to cheer these departing troops
when they left for the war

following the spanish american war the garrison strength
of fort douglas was severely reduced and remained so until
1901 when the eighteenth infantry regiment made its appear

stephen P jocelyn mostly alkali caldwell caxton press 19531931955 jocelyn
servedsered in the aimyalmy for 44 years and retired with the rank of brigadier general
he died in 1920 at the age of 78

midibidwid ppap 326327326527326 327527
A prentiss the hisioryhiitoiyhistory of the utah volunteers in12 the spanish american

vanvcn111ar salt lake city tribune job printing co 1900 ppap 2324 see also
journal history march 15 1898 p 2
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ance except for several short periods the post thereafter and
until 1914 housed a strong garrison some years almost reach-
ing the 1000 level in november 1914 the entire twelfth
infantry regiment which had been on maneuvers in texas for a
full year was dropped from the official post returns

SEVEN THOUSAND SOLDIERS

after the great surge of men in 1917 which reached a high
of 7081 in august of that year the post settled down to an
annual average aggregate for 1921 of 302 men by june of
that year with the arrival of the famous thirty eighth infantry
regiment the rock of the marne the garrison numbered
over 800 these infantrymen of world war I1 fame were to
remain at fort douglas until 1940 making a lasting impres-
sion upon the community with their dress parades band con-
certs and military maneuvers

for many years an annual citizen s military training camp
was sponsored by the post giving thousands of young men
training in military subjects leadership and citizenship young
men of the 1930 s will always carry memories of the basic the
red the white and the blue courses of the annual training
camps at fort douglas

the 1920 s and 1930
1

s were to bring community relations
a long way from what they were in the 1860 s colonel alfred
hasbrouck commanding the twentieth infantry regiment and
the post inin 1918 expressed the feelings of many by saying that

fort douglas isis about the most desirable place from a
military standpoint at which I1 have ever been stationed
it isis healthful isis surrounded by beautiful scenery and our
relations with the civilian authorities and people of salt
lake city have been most cordial salt lake will ever have
a warm spot inin the hearts ofcf both officers and men 7

during world war 11II fort douglas served as headquarters
for the ninth service command and as such directed not only
coastal operations but activities inin all western states from the
rockies to the pacific in addition fort douglas directed the
repair and salvage of military vehicles and equipment within
the entire region from 1942 to 1946 fort douglas

7
was indeed

quotedquoted by E L merritt fort douglas utah the neirnewnein 11 eyleslci abmiizhuMiiazshuzhu
IX no 6 june 1918 6
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the nerve center of the military inin the western part of the united
states

with the coming of the war the post was expanded to
include a reception center an induction station a separation
center a hospital and a prisoner of war camp during the peak
year of 1943 the military population of the post reached 1000
with about 2000 civilians also being employed the reception
center was organized in december 1940 in a little tent village
which had formerly been used by civilian military training
camp trainees during the summer months under the direction
of colonel H P kayser new frame buildings were erected
and the center was expanded by february 1941 the center
was fully equipped to receive clothe classify and assign new
men inducted from a three state area

BECOMES INDUCTION STATION

the induction station originally established at the army
recruiting headquarters inin downtown salt lake city was moved
to fort douglas inin january 1944 where it continued to operate
in november of that year the separation center was established
and during the demobilization period that followed the war
it served as the last stopover on the road home for thousands
of GI s who received their discharges there before the termina-
tion of this service more than 5600036000 enlisted men and over
7000 officers were processed there for release from active duty

at one time during the war the post housed 220 WAVES
and had a detachment of WACS assigned to it and inin 1942
alone the finance office at the fort made a total distribution
of a little less than 100000000

in 1946 the ninth corps headquarters was returned to the
presidio of san francisco andtheand the separation center at the fort
was ordered to close but troops from utah nevada mon-
tana and idaho still continued to be inducted through fort
douglas and by the end of 1946 the separation center was once
againb opened

in 1947 fort douglas was declared surplus to the needs of
the army although various agenciesagenciesb continued to operate on the
post and it still remained a military garrison during the suc-

ceeding years agencies such as the veterans administration
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the bureau of mines the forest service and the united states
geological survey found housing on the post

in 1954 the defense department returned the finance
office to fort douglas and the post continued to operate as
an important agent for army affairs throughout the inter-
mountain area throughout the early 1960 s the post continued
to function as headquarters for reserve and national guard
units and in 1962 the defense department established the
deseret test center where representatives of the navy army
air force and marine corps together with officers of the united
states public health service performed tests in conjunction
with research work conducted at the dugway proving ground

in november 1964 the post commander colonel joe ahee
announced the decision of the secretary of defense to inactivate
fort douglas along with a number of other military installa-
tions the expansion of salt lake city and the changed needs of
the army wrote the final chapter in the history of fort douglas
the post was ordered to be completely inactivated as a military
garrison by july 1967

in accordance with the orders utah s governor calvin L
rampton appointed a special committee to make a study con-
cerning the disposal of fort property the findings of this com-
mittee headed by david K watkiss have become the official
position of the state of utah the committee recommended
that the best use for the fort would be to maintain it as a
military installation with only a slim chance existing for this
alternative other recommendations were made for various por-
tions of post property according to need demand and feasibility
of preservation 8

HISTORIC BUILDINGS

A number of old historic buildings including the fine old
post chapel dating from the 1870 s and 1880 s as well as from
later periods and of course stilwell field remain inin an excel-
lent state of preservation it is the hope of the utah state
historical society that many of these buildings as well as the
old parade ground be preserved it appears that these hopes
will largely be fulfilled it also seems likely that the university
of utah will obtain a good portion of fort douglas property

torjorborsorlor a discussion of these needs derndemandsands and recommendations see lyman
C pedersen jr history of fort douglas utah unpublished phdph D dis-
sertationser tation Delartdelartmentdepaitmentdepartmentment of history Brigbnhambrigharnbahamharn youngyounyoud university provo utah 1967
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the economic impact of fort douglas throughout its long
history upon the community of salt lake city and upon the
state as a whole has been one of the most remarkable features
of the post s existence its passing signals the loss of a valuable
asset to the state of utah

one hundred and five years have passed since colonel con-
nor and his dusty volunteers crossed the jordan and warily
approached the city of the saints the early years of mistrust
suspicion and hostility gradually eased into decades of mutual
respect and admiration over the years citizens of utah have
gained a love for the old fort and consider it an important part
of the state s heritage although general connor has been
pictured as a mormon hater and brigham young as an im-
placable foe to soldiers in utah neither concept is wholly true
while both were unquestionably suspicious of the motives of
the other the general admired mormon industry and efficiency
and the church president was impressed with connor s deter-
minationmi

soldiers sent to the wasatch frontier were no different
than those sent on countless indian trails in the west to the
philippines the argonne forest bastognecastogneBastogne seoul or the me-
kong delta most of them who came to utah bore no particular

fort douglas from headquarters about 1885 by courtesy of the utah
state historical society
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grudge against the mormonscormons either before they came or after
they departed from fort douglas mormon writers have gen-
erally overemphasized the corruptive influence of the soldiers
and the vindictive pressure of their leaders while more often
than not non mormon writers have been overly defensive of the
military and have generally failed to understand the causes
which forced the mormon people to seek a remote home in the
western mountains

the history of fort douglas has been incompletely and
often improperly understood As late as 1964 an article ap-
peared in a utah publication stating that fort douglas was
occupied from 1862 to 1866 and intermittently until the
present 9 rather than intermittently fort douglas operated
continuously as a regular western garrison during all of that
long period of time and monthly post returns were forwarded
regularly showing garrison strength and activities for each
month this same article stated that no troops were garrisoned
at fort douglas during 1921 yet the post returns list the
garrison strength for every month of that year

old fort douglas as a garrisoned post is gone but from
its height on the wasatch benchitbenchatBenbenchchitit still commands a sweeping
view of the broad valley of the great salt lake with the twist-
ing jordan river flowingb from the south to the salty shores of
the lake red butte canyon inin its unspoiled beauty still rolls
behind the fort and trees still shade the graves of the fallen
heroes of bear river including general connor himself who
died in 1891 although on most days the busy city noises can
be heard in the still of the evening the solitary visitor can still
hear a roll of muffled drums the tramping feet of the cali-
fornia volunteers or far away music from an evening concert
by the boys of the thirty eighth

in many ways the spirit of old camp douglas still lingers
on among the shadows of stilwell field old soldiers of the
past still march in review and then disappear among yesterday s

boys inin blue officers of the last command still render a
lingerinlingeringlingerinlrLr salute when passing the grave of patrick edward
connor a volunteer of long ago

thomas G alexander and leonard J arrington the utah military fron-
tiertier 187219121872 1912 utah historical quarterly XXXII no 4 fall 1964 330
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NEAL A MAXWELL A more excellent way salt lake
city deseret book company 1967 142 ppap 2952.95295

reviewed by william G dyer professor of sociology at
brigham young university dr dyer a member of the edi-
torial board of brigham young university studies has pub-
lished and counseled widely in his field

this is avery good little book that is doomed I1 fear to
just miss neal maxwell has written a very sensitive and

thoughtful set of essays on the functions of the responsible
leader member in the church and unlike many of the other
church books written about leadership this has a much strong-
er anchoring in the stream of modern behavioral science max-
well has tried to mix the concepts of the behavioral sciences
with the orientations of the church all in ththee language of the
essayist and it is this mixture that will probably cause it to
miss all the relevant audiences

the professionals in the field will find the essays much too
church related to capture their interest and the book does
lack any real reference to the research and contemporary theory
in the field church members will probably lack the back-
ground to really grasp many of the basic ideas he presents
those who will probably be most enthusiastic about this book
will be those church members with degrees in the social sci-
ences who hold positions in the church these are certainly
limiting conditions

this is no how to do it book and the person who reads this
in order to get ten easy rules for running church meetings will
certainly be disapponteddisappointed maxwell himself is an experienced
church and organization administrator with solid experience
in current leadership training he offers no easy solutions to the
complex problems of improving the effectiveness of church
leadership for there are none this is one of the weaknesses of
the essays for while the author discusses with insight some
of the dilemmas of the church leader and some of the hopes
for improvement he offers no real direction our current pro-
grams of action learning do tell us some things that we could

465463
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begin to do to improve the quality of leadership but maxwell
stops short of defining any concrete steps that could be taken
he tells us that an effective leader should be more open and
candid gather more accurate data be more sensitive in re-
warding and punishing plan more effectively for change with
all of this I1 agree but what should we do to get started how
can we assess where we are now one of the great problems
is that many of our church leaders think they are already like
this when in fact they may be very closed rigid resistant to
change and insensitive I1 fear that many a church leader will
read maxwell s essays and say to himself maxwell is right
he describes what a leader should be and that is the way I1
amarn and then will go on to continue in his same inadequate
style

in many of the essays there is a strong emphasis given to
the importance of giving and receiving feedback that is
finding out from others our impact on them but this book
does not show or tell us how to begin this process however
at least this volume recognizes the importance of this process
and emphasizes it again and again and all the research I1 read
on the improvement of behavior clearly states this is a funda-
mental condition in the process of change certainly we need
more open and honest communication in the church leaders
in the church need to be more receptive to the feedback of
members to encourage and solicit this information and people
should learn to share information without feeling guilty or
that they are bad or heretical if they share data in the spirit
of trying to help to improve

there is one part of the section on problem solving in
small groups where four exercises are presented as examples
of ways youth workers might begin a dialogue with each other
just exactly how and when one might use these exercises is not
explained but it is obvious that maxwell has given some
thought about how to implement some of the ideas developed
in his essays it is hoped that he might in the future prepare
a manual of action steps that leaders might follow in carrying
out the directives this book develops

A more excellent way calls for a type of leadership
behavior that is consistent with current behavioral science find-
ings and the spirit of the gospel but one that is at variance
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with much of the current practice inin the church maxwell feels
that the leadership pattern in the church should be a combined
participative and directive mode the effective church leader
would be accepting and trusting of others allow people to be
different and not expect pure conformity and be open and
candid with others and encourage them to be open with him
he would involve people in making decisions and develop com-
mitment out of involved participation rather than by appeals
threats or commands all this is exactly on target in terms of
current leadership theory and wonderfully consistent with the
teachings of the church it is hoped that we can truly develop
a type of sensitive leadership throughout the church consistent
with these formulations

the style of these essays is much more literary than scrip-
tural or scientific one will find as many quotations from C S

lewis G K chesterton john gardner J R R tolkien and
abraham maslow as from the writings of joseph smith brig-
ham young or the scriptures this literary touch was appeal-
ing to me but some may prefer the more objective approach of
the social scientist or the scripturally based approach of the
theologian A more excellent way presents sensitive and
thoughtful essays and I1 hope that my prediction that this book
will just missmiss proves to be false

HUGH NIBLEY since cumorah salt lake city deseret book
company 1967 444 ppap 4954.95495

reviewed by alexander T stecker who teaches in the de-
partmentpartment of theology at college of the holy cross in worc-
ester mass mr stecker is a doctoral candidate in old testa-
ment at brandeis university

writing a review of a book by hugh nibley is a difficult
task it would be much simpler to do a review of the encyclo
pandiapaedia britannica following the pattern of past works nibley s

newest book is vast in its scope and depth of many disciplines
since cumorah can and should command a large reading audi-
ence as it has interest for the lay reader as well as for the
scholar it challenges the world of scholars to recognize that
the book of mormon is not only a book of sacred scripture but
also a book of history and should be recognized as such that as
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a book of genuine history it can stand any test when compared
with the historic facts that are known

since cumorah begins with the working hypothesis that in
leaving jerusalem lehi s colony took more with them than
their material items they also took their culture their lan-
guage and their accomplishments with them thus it is only
to be expected that when they arrived in the new land they
would transplant their culture in the new land if this hypothesis
is correct then the book of mormon is a record of a trans-
planted culture and this should be evident in its pages

since the publication of the book of mormon scholars of
the world have attempted to prove that it was the work of the
modern mind of joseph smith looking not with great care
for loopholes in the book of mormon they have emphasized
the isaiah passages with some ridicule they have assumed
that these passages were lifted en masse from the king james
version of the bible they support their claims by their own
speculation on the biblical text showing that some of the book
of mormon isaiah passages are from the deuterodeotero isaiah por-
tions of the bible which according to their own hypothesis did
not exist at the time that lehi left jerusalem they conclude
that the book of mormon isis false yet I1 think as nibley points
out that in order to understand the isaiah passages of the book
of mormon we should start with the bible the criteria that
are used to substantiate the claim that there is a deuterodeotero isaiah
impress me as false to begin with our focus of attention then
should not be the book of mormon but the bible and whether
there isis such a thing as a deuterodeotero isaiah if there was only one
isaiah and no deoterodeutero isaiah the problem ceases to exist the
answer that nibley gives deserves to be looked into for perhaps
he has found the answer

nibley spends some time on the problem of higher
criticism and I1 cannot but agree with his remarks there is

no doubt in my mind as I1 read the hebrew or greek texts of the
bible that there are many problems in the text yet I1 cannot
believe that anything is solved by subdividing books and multi-
plying authors for as I1 read the text I1 come to the same con-
clusion as nibley that there isis a deep unity of the text a unity
that could not be accomplished had there been many authors for
each book W F albright has pointed out that our hebrew
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text has suffered much more from losses than from glosses
p 26 nibley goes on to show that the misunderstanding

of the scripture is not due to corruptionscorruptions of the text but rather
to serious omissions and deletions p 26 it is not difficult to
prove that the isaiah passages in the book of mormon are not
lifted enmasseen masse from the bible and that they do indeed correct
many of the mistakes that are found in our present day bible
nibley so well points out we have discovered that the book
of mormon isis actually way out in front in proclaiming the unity
and explaining the diversity of scripture in general and isaiah
in particular p 152

1I found of particular interest that section of since cumorah
which deals with proper names p 192 the book of
mormon is a philologist s gold mine due to the number of
proper names that are found in the work nibley pointed out
long ago that the proper names in the book of mormon have
west semitic and egyptian counterparts in this newest work
nibley adds to his already long list of names it is a shame
that none of the scholars have approached the book of mor-
mon from this point of view for the evidence that is compiled
in since cumorah is most convincing and I1 look for a continu-
ance of this work

one of the more fascinating sections of the book is a com-
parison of the religious concepts that are to be found in the
apocrypha with those of the book of mormon p 174 such
ideas as these arrayed in white thanksgiving hymns
and desert imagery are handled there are many points of
reference between the two works and it seems strange that we
had to wait so long for nibley to bring them forth his points
are generally well given and deserve to be looked into how-
ever some of his points in this section appear to be overdrawn
and grasping at straws in the wind it is pointed out that the
book of mormon reflects the culture of the whole near east
of its day p 55 for this reason it is imperative that we
study the apocrypha and the dead sea scrolls this point I1

think is the great contribution of since cumorah
in yet another section nibley handles a subject that has been

for too long neglected temple building in the book of mor-
mon this has been an insurmountable problem to many mem-
bers of the church as well as the world of scholars for there
has been a widespread conviction that no real jew would ever
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dream of having a temple anywhere but in jerusalem p 59
but this we see is not the case for there were temples built by
jews outside of jerusalem nibley points to the famous elephan-
tine papyri to show that there was a jewish temple in egypt
there isis no longer a need to reject the temple building of the
book of mormon as being out of place for it appears that the
covenant people have always been a temple building people

I1 have found the book to be an excellent introduction to
many problems that until now never have been discussed the
introduction to each section isis excellent and is handled in the
usual excellent style of the author but I1 feel that many of the
sections that start out well fail to maintain this momentum be-
cause many of the points are overdrawn the reader is often
overburdened with irrelevant facts it is also unacceptable in
any scholarly work to omit a bibliography and scriptural index
this in no way detracts from the intrinsic value of the book
but it does make it a less valuable scholarly tool

it should be stated that since cumorah is not a problem
answer book this is not nibley s method for he states his
hypothesis and then gives supporting evidence leaving the
reader to draw his own conclusions from the evidence in this
manner the questions are left open ended and the author invites
further discussion

in conclusion I1 must say that I1 found the book to be general-
ly excellent stimulating and keryvery worthwhile I1 can only agree
with nibley that the book of mormon enjoys no immunity to
the severest tests and asks for none p 44 truths need no
immunity my only hope is that the scholars who have been so
critical inin the past will take up the challenge given them by
the author to prove or disprove his original hypothesis

HENRY EYRING the faith of a scientist salt lake city
bookcraft 1967 196 ppap 3005003.00300

reviewed by john H gardner chairman of the department
of physics and professor of physics brigham young univer-
sity dr gardner is presently president of the utah academy
of science arts and letters and has published widely inin his
field

when one discovers a contradiction between a religious be-
lief and the findings of science he speaks of a conflict between
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science and religion actually there is no conflict between sci-
ence and religion per se A belief in a supreme being faith in
the efficacy of a moral code and a belief in a purpose in exist-
ence are not precluded by science though science may question
the credibility of a particular religious belief and thus serve as
a constraitconstraintconstrait on religion but men tend to hold beliefs associated
with their religious faith inflexibly a consequence of their all
too frequent failure to acknowledge the limited ability of man
to receive through revelation a perfect comprehension of truth
this inflexibility puts religion at a disadvantage in the face of
advancing scientific knowledge the history of the past four
centuries has been described with some justification by one
writer as the history of the retreat of religion before the advance
of science

science has brought such a flood of knowledge about the
nature of the universe and provided answers to so many of the
perplexing questions encountered in the course of one s exist-
ence that the necessity for the assumption of god as a cause
in nature has been removed from immediacy to remoteness
with simon laplace we have no need for that hypothesis
for the formulation of a world view which generously rewards
our intellectual curiosity about natural phenomena evidence
of the hand of god in all that transpires is no longer so ap-
parent as it was once thought to be

thus aware of many of the scientifically untenable appen-
dages of the religion of his fathers and finding no immediate
necessity for the belief in a supreme being as a causative factor
in existence the sophisticated student of today is often inclined
to adopt a position of skepticism or agnosticism

the response of organized religion to the ever tightening
constraint of science though varied and often pathetic has been
in its more mature form to emphasize the spiritual content of
religion and admit to a 11 naturalistic explanation of the his-
torical and philosophical tradition this process has been pain-
ful and often destructive of the faith so necessary to the vitality
of religion

for mormonscormonsMormons on the other hand the reach of man s mind
toward an ultimate understanding of god s creation is not only
expected but demanded and the foundations for accommoda-
tion of new knowledge are inherent in their theology man is

regarded as an eternal developing being in a particular stage
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of his god assisted progression to assure his maximum de-
velopment as a free and independent being during his earthly
existence he is made forgetful of his premortal state and be-
comes heir to the accumulated wisdom and folly of his fellow
creatures an understanding of his nature and destiny is ob-
tained only through his own struggle for enlightenment the
necessity for him to choose from a vast array of competing
philosophies provides the supreme test of the quality of his
eternal will or intelligence which rules a body suitably
endowed physically and intellectually by its creator

eternal progression and its concomitant continuing revela-
tion which is a function of both god s will to reveal and man s

will I1 capacity and effort to comprehend are then fundamental
in the mormon outlook additional knowledge from science or
whatever source is welcomed for the rigor it demands of one s

thought and the consequent intellectual and spiritual growth
it stimulates this growth is not a simple accretion it involves
also rectifyingrectifying refining and maturing one s beliefs doubt
and self criticism play the primary role in this process yet it is
his faith in god and the ultimate worth of the human soul that
impellsimpello the mormon to the task just as the latter day saint
expects spiritual and intellectual growth in the individual he
also expects it in a culture due to the cumulative character of
knowledge in human institutions in this light to a latter day
saint continuing revelation is a necessity for continuing
spiritual growth

but though the limitations of man s understanding keep
him from a grasp of ultimate truth he is capable of transcen-
dent insight and the discovery though god may reveal each
must discover for himself the savior taught in parables in
which truth is discovered rather than declared of universals
true for all men of all times is the central objective of religious
pursuit furthermore there are invariant components of reli-
gion for example charity though integrity to one s experi-
ence may force him to change many of his religious ideas and
even his religion charity only grows or dwindles this is a

matter of attitude and desire more than of rational understand-
ing charity never failethfallethfaileth but whether there be prophecies
they shall fail whether there be knowledge it shall vanish
away 1 I cor 138
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though science is at first a constraint on religious thought
yet it constrains from error consequently giving greater power
and hence greater freedom it also reveals man as godlike in
his intellect 1 and hence gives substance to the christian claim
that man is a child of god further 5 science reveals the pro-
found nature of god s creation and makes it evident why god
has not revealed through his prophets the means by which
things have been brought to pass the difficulties of the sci-
entist in describing atomic phenomena in terms of a language
which has been developed for describing everyday events sug-
gests the difficulties god might encounter in revealing the
ultimate truth to us in that language while the scientist un-
ravels the mysteries of the physical world he at the same time
reveals nature as more profound than had ever been supposed
hence the more deeply one penetrates into science the greater
his sense of awe the scientist often has a humility greater than
that of the philosopher or the practical man

thus the scientist is perhaps in a unique position to assist
the student of today in his struggle for religious faith dr
eyring s book reflects an outlook which in my view is charac-
teristicallyteristically mormon and is exemplary for mormon youth in
whose hands lies the future of the church

henry eyring has ascended to greater scientific eminence
than anyone else in the church no other mormon has made
scientific contributions of such significance nor has been so
prolific in his scientific output he is an acknowledged world
authority in a broad field of physical chemistry and his brilliant
mind qualifies him in scientific fields outside of his own in-
cluding physics and biology he is therefore eminently qualified
to write a book with the title the faith of a scientist and his
views are deserving of careful study

his book isis a series of popular essays on science particularly
on topics having a bearing on religion it is not an orderly
book being a collection of magazine articles written over a

period of several years neither is it a book written for the
specialist it is addressed to a typical instructor or improvement
era audience yet it contains many penetrating insights it is

a book full of the exuberance characteristic of a lively intellect

albert einstein has said that the most incomprehensible thing about the
universeuniverse is that the universeuniverse isis comprehensible
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but it is deserving of a wide audience primarily because of the
philosophical outlook it suggests

the key to an understanding of dr eyring s philosophy is
the recognition of its open endedness open endedness is in
the best spirit of science but it is also a cornerstone of joseph
smith s philosophical outlook continuing revelation eternal
progression if there is anything praiseworthy or of good re-
port we seek after these things seek ye knowledge even by
study and also by faith a school of the prophets etc our
only concern is for the truth is a phrase that threads through-
out the book we have no need to rationalize or temporize let
the facts be boldly put forth if they show us to be wrong in
some of our views let us have the humility to revise those views
and let us be grateful for the growth made possible by new
understanding

typical of this outlook is the following exchange as told
by dr eyring

one of the questions was addressed directly to me A young
man said in high school we are taught such things as

preadamicpre adamic man and that kind of thing but we hear another
thing inin church what should I1 do about it

I1 think I1 gave the right answer I1 said in this church
you only have to believe the truth find out what the truth
isis

he gave no answer to the problem of preadamicpre adamic men but he
threw wide the door to discovery there was no temporizing
no rationalizing no fear of what knowledge might do to faith
no need to put forth his hand to steady the ark scriptural dif-
ficulties present no problem to him the scriptures record
god s dealing with his prophets and they are as accurate as

he in his wisdom requires
yet though we find in dr eyring a recognition of the

fallibility of scripture and the limitations of men to reveal
god we discover in him also an almost childlike faith in the
gospel to some as noted in the book this seems to be an
inconsistency in his character he is accused of having a two
compartment mind in my view his accusers could hardly be
more wrong he shows no disposition whatever to protect a
cherished belief and on the contrary exposes his views to the
scrutiny of all comers his candor is complete perhaps the
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charge originates from his very lack of dogmatism recog-
nizing as he does his own limitations in understanding he re-
fuses to circumscribe his knowledge by rejecting at the outset
all that does not harmonize with some particular world view
A philosophy which is open ended cannot after all be a con-
sistent and harmonious whole and one who espouses such a
philosophy must be prepared to confront questions and difdlfdifficul-
ties

ficuldcul

and recognize that these provide the catalyst for growth
this is one area in which the study of science can be of con-

siderablesiderable help to the student in his struggle for faith in some
of his experiments the physicist finds the electron behaves as
a particle localized at a point while in others it acts like a wave
filling all of space yet these two contradictory concepts de-
scribing the same thing have led to the powerful theory of
quantum mechanics for the description of natural phenomena
and this theory can be shown to be completely self consistent
the paradoxical observation that light has the same speed in
all directions relative to the earth no matter at what point in its
orbit about the sun the earth lies at the time the measurement
is made has led to the entirely self consistent theory of rela-
tivity which gives us our most profound view of nature and
implies the unexpected equivalence of mass and energy the
scientist is no stranger to paradox and it is through his
struggle to resolve these seeming inconsistencies that he gains
his deepest insights similarly it is through the struggle with
religious paradox that man is brought in touch with the sublime
meaning of life consider for example the problem of evil in
god s creation or the savior s words he who would find his
life must lose it

they who read dr eyring s book for scientific evidence in

support of their faith will be intrigued but let them assimilate
dr eyring s attitude toward their religion and the reward will
transcend their own lives it will bless their church and their
posterity through generations yet to come
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book notes
DONALD R CUTLER ed the religious situation 1968

boston beacon press 1968 986 ppap 150015.001500

the first of a proposed annual international survey of
religious trends this volume covers a host of topics somewhat
unified by the themes of sociological investigation or the prob-
lems of accommodation of traditional religion to a modern
world Althoualthoughalthouahcac1

ah
C
generalizationsaeneralizations on the complex and unmea-

surable subject of religion are often less than scientific this
work contains voluminous amounts of such probing together
with fascinating if speculative projections of present trends
for instance odea s catholic crisis poses the question of
whether the synthesis made by the second vatican council be-
tween modernity and catholicism will bring a relevant re-
interpretation rather than a selloutsell out of christian faith in an
artful interpretation of american religious statistics gaustad
shows the trends of increased church affiliation on the part of
individuals and increased mergers on the part of churches
and indicates that one realistic possibility in a decade is the
existence of but three major protestant divisions baptists
lutheransLutherans and a united church although the smallest of
the big ten in america the LDS church is given the special
attention of a separate article on what the author david L

brewer sees as the encompassing problem of mormon aggiorna
mento the practice of withholding priesthood from the negro
in a brief evaluation of brewer lowell bennion admits the
significance of the problem but disagrees that it is the micro-
cosm of all that is presently happening in mormonism in fact
because of brewer s redundance and overcertaintyovercertainty in stating his
theories there is more realistic insight inin bennion s eight pages
than brewer s twenty eight brewer and bennion both leave the
erroneous impression that no basis for the mormon stand on the
negro and the priesthood antedates brigham young like
odea s earlier study of mormonismofmormonism brewer s mormon soci-

ology abounds both in insights and errors most of which arise
either from overgeneralizationsgeneralizationsover or lack of depth in LDSILDSlidslins history



with this issue brigham young university studies completes its
most successful year ever the editor and editorial board want to thank
you our subscribers and writers who have made the new BYUBYU studies
possible we hope that we have honored your trust and given you
spiritually and intellectually challenging and stimulating articlesiwherearticles where
we have seen the need to criticize we have criticized but we have
refused to criticize without offering a constructive alternate we agree
with former president of the united nations general assembly the
distinguished charles malik the struggle for peace in this issue
that the scourge of this century and especially this generation is the
analyst who analyzes who dissects and tears apart and stops there
critical synthesis still remainsremains the more difficult task to perform but
it makes the more valid contribution

LOOKING TOWARD NEXT YEAR

As a special art feature each issue of the 1968691968 69 volume will have
a full color reproduction of one of the outstanding art works in the
BYU permanent art collection

following are just some of the articles planned for publication
in the 196819691968 1969 volume of BYU studies

the enigma of egyptian religion hugh nibley
A new view of the inspired revision

of the bible robert J matthews

reflections on the nature of
mormon art merrill bradshaw

mormon political involvement in ohio max H parkin

A new look at the alleged little
known discourse by josephsmithjosephJosep smithhSmith kenneth W godfrey

iceland the land of song and saga loftur bjarnason

israel in conflict daniel ludlow

EXTRA SPECIAL

the entire spring 1969 issue of BYU studies will be devoted
to mormon history in new york guest edited by the institute of
mormon studies dr truman G madsen director

the issues planned for the 1968691968 69 volume of BYU studies
promise to be even more challenging and thought provoking than this
years WE INVITE YOU TO RENEW YOUR subscription
TODAY INVITE A FRIEND TO SUBSCRIBE
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